
 
Alternate Formats: Persons with disabilities may request materials in alternative formats. Persons with hearing impairments 
may access the Washington State Telecommunications Relay Service at 711. 
Title VI: Kirkland’s policy is to fully comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act by prohibiting discrimination against any person 
on the basis of race, color, national origin or sex in the provision of benefits and services resulting from its programs and 
activities. Any person who believes his/her Title VI protection has been violated, may file a complaint with the City. 
To request an alternate format, file a complaint or for questions about Kirkland’s Title VI Program, contact the Title VI 
Coordinator at 425-587-3011 or titlevicoordinator@kirklandwa.gov. 
 
The City of Kirkland strives to accommodate people with disabilities. Please contact the City Clerk’s Office at 425.587.3190, or 
for TTY Services call 425.587.3111 (by noon the work day prior to the meeting) if we can be of assistance. If you should 
experience difficulty hearing the proceedings, please bring this to the attention of the Chairperson by raising your hand. 

 KIRKLAND PARK BOARD 
REGULAR MEETING 

Date: September 11, 2019 
Time: 7:00 p.m. 
Place: Council Chambers, City Hall 

 
The mission of the Park Board shall be to provide policy advice and assistance 

to the Department of Parks and Community Services and City Council in order to ensure the effective provision 
of Parks and Community Services programs and facilities to the residents of the City of Kirkland. 

 

AGENDA 
 
1. CALL TO ORDER 
 

2. ROLL CALL  
 

3. SPECIAL PRESENTATION 10 minutes 
 Kirkland National Little League 
 
4. PUBLIC HEARING 60 minutes 
 132nd Square Park Master Plan  

a. Presentation 
b. Public Comments 
c. Board Discussion and Recommendation 

  
5.  APPROVAL OF MINUTES 5 minutes 
 
6. ITEMS FROM THE AUDIENCE 5 minutes   
  

7. BUSINESS ITEMS  
 a.  Kirkland Urban South Development Proposal  45 minutes 
  Information Only 
 
8. COMMUNICATIONS 30 minutes 

a. Correspondence 
b. Department Monthly Report 
c. Staff Updates and Information 
d. Park Board member reports 

mailto:titlevicoordinator@kirklandwa.gov


 

e. Comments from the Chair 
 
 
ADJOURNMENT Estimated meeting completion:  9:35 p.m. 

 
 

Next Park Board Meetings: 
October 9, 2019 
November 13, 2019 
December 11, 2019 
 
Upcoming Neighborhood Meetings: www.kirklandwa.gov/neighborhoods 

 

Neighborhood  Frequency September Meetings October Meetings 

Central Houghton 
Heather McKnight 

Second Tuesday of odd months 
(No summer or December 

meetings) 

September 10  
7 pm, Houghton Fire Station 

No October Meeting 

Everest 
Mike Holland 

Fourth Tuesday odd months 
(No summer meetings) 

September 24 
7 pm, Houghton Fire Station 

No October Meeting 

Evergreen Hill 
Rosalie Wessels  

Third Wednesday of every month 
(No meetings in November, 
December, July, and August) 

September 18,  
7 pm, Friends of Youth 

October 17 
7 pm, Friends of Youth 

Finn Hill  
Amanda Judd 

meets as needed No September meeting 
No October Meeting 

Scheduled 

Highlands 
Richard Chung 

Third Wednesday odd months 
(November–May)  

No September meeting No October Meeting 

Juanita  
Rosalie Wessels 

Second Monday of odd months 
(No summer meetings) 

September 9  
7pm, Kirkland Justice Center, 

Totem Lake Room 
No October Meeting 

Lakeview  
Unassigned  

Inactive - No meetings at this time. No September meeting No October Meeting 

Market 
Uzma Butte 

Third Wednesday odd months 
(No summer meetings)  

No September meeting No October Meeting 

Moss Bay 
Richard Chung/ 
Amanda Judd 

Second Monday odd months 
(No summer meetings) 

September 9 
7 pm, Heritage Hall 

No October Meeting 

Norkirk 
Daniel Triplett 

First Wednesday even months 
(No summer meetings)  

No September meeting 
October 2 

7pm, Heritage Hall 

North Rose Hill 
Uzma Butte 

Third Monday of every month 
(No July or December meetings)  

September 16, 7 p.m. 
October 21 

7pm, Rose Hill Fire Station 

South Rose 
Hill/Bridle Trails 
Susan Baird-Joshi 

Second Tuesday odd months 
(No summer meetings)  

September 10, 7 p.m. No October Meeting 

Totem Lake 
unassigned 

Inactive - No meetings at this time. No September meeting No October Meeting 
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CITY OF KIRKLAND 
Department of Parks & Community Services 
123 Fifth Ave, Kirkland, WA 98033 · 425.587.3300 
www.kirklandwa.gov 

 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
To: Park Board 
 

From: Nicci Osborn, Program Coordinator, Parks and Community Services 
Jairid Hoehn, Business/Customer Service Supervisor, Parks and Community Services 

 Linda Murphy, Recreation Manager, Parks and Community Services 
 

Date: September 4, 2019 
 

Subject: Athletic Field Use Community Engagement Group Presentation Schedule 

 
RECOMMENDATION 

 
That the Park Board receive presentations from various community athletic organizations, including both 

existing users of Kirkland’s athletic fields who provide traditional athletic programs and users yet to 

connect with Kirkland’s athletic fields who provide new and alternative programs. 
 

BACKGROUND DISCUSSION 
 

The Parks and Community Services Department (PCS) connects the community with 58 athletic fields, 
including City of Kirkland fields and various Lake Washington School District fields within Kirkland’s city 

limits. To expand athletic field use conversation beyond Kirkland’s existing users, PCS initiated an Athletic 

Field Use Community Engagement program which kicked off with a public meeting held June 26, 2019. 
Several community members attended the meeting including representatives from Lake Washington 

School District, Kirkland American Little League, Kirkland National Little League, KB Fastpitch, Lake 
Washington Youth Soccer Association, Puget Sound Cricket Club, Lake Washington Kangs Football, Disc 

Northwest and various other community members at large. 

 
During the meeting an invitation was extended to existing and potential future field customers to provide 

a presentation to Park Board about their organization. Four organizations are currently scheduled over 
the next few months (see below) with additional organizations anticipated. 

 

Date Organization Program 

September 2019 Kirkland National Little League Little League Baseball and Softball 

October 2019 Lake Washington Youth Soccer Association Soccer 

December 2019 Puget Sound Cricket Club Cricket 

January 2019 Disc Northwest Ultimate Frisbee 

 
Presentations will be scheduled during the “Special Presentation” portion of Park Board meetings. 

Presenters have been asked to limit their presentation to seven minutes, with a three-minute question 
period. Presenters were asked to include the following information in their presentation: 

 

• An introduction and overview of the organization 

• An outline of community members served by the organization 

• What current organizational needs are critical to operations 

• What future needs are anticipated 
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CITY OF KIRKLAND 
Department of Parks & Community Services 

123 5th Avenue, Kirkland, WA  98033  425.587.3300 
www.kirklandwa.gov 

 
To: Park Board 
 

From: Mary Gardocki, Park Planning and Development Manager 
  
Date: September 11, 2019 
 

Subject: 132nd Square Park – Master Plan  
 
 

RECOMMENDATION:   
 
That the Park Board conduct a public hearing on the proposed final draft Master Plan 
(Attachment A) for 132nd Square Park and receive a presentation from staff and consultant. 
 
 
BACKGROUND DISCUSSION:   
 
In 2017 and early 2018, Parks and Community Services completed an evaluation of school sites 
for the expansion of the City/School Playfield Partnership, an approved CIP project. Throughout 
this project, community feedback indicated a strong need for synthetic turf fields. Combined 
with the PROS Plan which identifies priorities for playfields, synthetic turf fields and multi-use 
fields, it was determined that the 132nd Square Park would be an opportune site for the City’s 
first synthetic turf field. 
 
132nd Square Park is a 9.76-acre community park within the City of Kirkland that has been 
used for recreation and enjoyment by neighbors and residents throughout community. The park 
is used for passive recreation and picnics, as well as formal and informal athletics including 
little league baseball, pee wee and youth soccer, and fast pitch softball. This Master Plan 
originated when 132nd Square Park was identified as a site within the Totem Lake sub-
watershed and Juanita Creek Basin that could be retrofitted with an enhanced stormwater 
system to manage stormwater runoff, prevent flooding, and enhance water quality 
within the entire basin. The stormwater retrofit project prompted the City to evaluate other 
improvements that could be constructed concurrently at the park to make it 
more responsive to community needs and aligning it with recommendations in the City’s 2015 
Parks, Recreation, and Open Space Plan (PROS Plan). Through the process of identifying 
desired improvements, a preferred design alternative for the park has been created. 
The Kirkland Zoning Code 45.50 requires that development of a park that incorporates lights, 
abuilding, addition of programmed recreation space, or the addition of parking must occur 
consistent with a Master Plan, which goes through a community review process. This Master 
Plan addresses park issues, potential users, new facilities, and programing. Public engagement 
occurred as part of the process of preparing this Master Plan to ensure that 
park improvements align with community desires and the City’s vision. 
 
The purpose of this Master Plan is to describe planned, future improvements to 132nd Square 
Park. The Master Plan includes a preferred overall park design, a description of the public 
engagement and alternative designs that were considered by the community, a description of 
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potential user groups and site planning, and an opinion of probable cost for the phased 
improvements that would occur to implement the Master Plan.  
 
 

NEXT STEPS: 
 
Next steps are listed here for Park Board consideration. Staff are requesting a formal 
recommendation of approval of the Master Plan be conveyed to City Council. Alternatively, Park 
Board may recommend edits and approval of the Master Plan, or they may recommend to not 
approve the Master Plan. City Council will receive a briefing on Master Plan, which includes the 
Park Board recommendation at their October 1st meeting. 
 
 
 
Attachment A: Final Draft Master Plan 
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CITY OF KIRKLAND

1 3 2 N D  S Q UA R E  PA R K  M AST E R  P L A N
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132nd Square Park is a 9.76-acre community park within 
the City of Kirkland that has been used for recreation 
and enjoyment by neighbors and residents throughout 
community. The park is used for passive recreation and 
picnics, as well as formal and informal athletics including 
little league baseball, pee wee and youth soccer, and fast 
pitch softball.

This Master Plan originated when 132nd Square Park was 
identified as a site within the Totem Lake sub-watershed 
and Juanita Creek Basin that could be retrofitted with 
an enhanced stormwater system to manage stormwater 
runoff, prevent flooding, and enhance water quality 
within the entire basin. The stormwater retrofit project 
prompted the City to evaluate other improvements that 
could be constructed concurrently at the park to make it 
more responsive to community needs and aligning it with 
recommendations in the City’s 2015 Parks, Recreation, 
and Open Space Plan (PROS Plan). Through the process 
of identifying desired improvements, a preferred design 
alternative for the park has been created.  

The Kirkland Municipal Code requires that development 
of a park that incorporates lights, a building, addition of 
programmed recreation space, or the addition of parking 
must occur consistent with a Master Plan, which goes 
through a community review process. This Master Plan 
addresses park issues, potential users, new facilities, 
and programing. Public engagement occurred as part of 
the process of preparing this Master Plan to ensure that 
park improvements align with community desires and the 

Figure 1 - 132nd Square Park’s multi-use field (in the southern portion 
of the site) is proposed to be resurfaced with syntehtic turf to allow for  
an expanded playing season.

C H A P T E R  1
Overview

1 . 0 1  - S U M M A R Y 1 . 0 2  - P R O J E C T  I N T E N T
City’s vision. 
The purpose of this Master Plan is to describe planned, 
future improvements to 132nd Square Park.  The Master 
Plan includes a preferred overall park design, a description 
of the public engagement and alternative designs that 
were considered by the community, a description of 
potential user groups and site planning, and an opinion 
of probable cost for the phased improvements that would 
occur to implement the Master Plan.
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While some of the elements of this Master Plan may be 
phased, or implemented at a later date, design of the 
stormwater improvements is already underway.  A grant 
awarded by the Department of Ecology identified the 
Kirkland 132nd Square Park as one of two locations 
for stormwater retrofit projects within the Totem Lake 
sub-watershed of the Juanita Creek Basin. After review 
of multiple sites, the park was selected because of 
the potential water quality and infiltration benefits. 
Construction of the stormwater improvements is planned 
to begin in spring of 2020, and will include a new 
drainage/irrigation system, new lawns, and new athletic 
synthetic turf surfacing. With the field improvements, 
new fencing, lighting and backstops will also be installed 
as part of the first phase of construction.

Beginning in 2013, City staff began analyzing the 
opportunity to combine a stormwater retrofit project 
with a park renovation. While stormwater improvements 
and basin planning are primary drivers for this work, 
there are benefits to coordinating the effort with other 
improvements, including:

•  Efficiencies and cost savings associated with 
combining permitting and construction efforts.

•  Optimization of the timing for turf replacement 
during restoration of the stormwater project 
construction area.

•  Opportunity to increase levels-of-service without 
acquiring new park land.

Other benefits include upgraded amenities at the park. 
These amenities, such as synthetic turf and lighting, will 
allow for greater participation over longer hours as well 
as year-round/extended seasonal use of the park. 

As part of the master planning process, the City and 
its consultants hosted a series of public open houses, 
conducted community surveys, and attended park events 
in an effort to solicit public input on future park amenities 
at 132nd Square Park.

As a result of initial public input, three design alternatives  
were prepared for public review and consideration.  While 
there are differences in programming and amenities, 
each option includes lighting and new synthetic turf on 
the south field (Field 2), and restriping of fields for use 
by baseball, soccer, and lacrosse. The north baseball/
softball field (Field 1) will not include lighting and will 
retain its natural turf but may include operational 
upgrades and necessary replacements of amenities such 
as the infield, backstop and irrigation.

As a result of city staff and public comment, a preferred 
park design was prepared that incorporated key elements 
from all three of the design alternatives. 

The timing is ideal for the inclusion of a synthetic turf 
field as the field will already be regraded to restore 
the site following the construction of the stormwater 
improvements. The synthetic turf would expand the 
access to the park and save the City nearly $1 million 
in construction costs because the grading, drainage and 
restoration of the site is being funded through a grant 
from the Department of Ecology. Synthetic turf could 
triple the number of reservable hours of the field (as the 
field can be rented during inclement weather), which will 
address the current and projected level-of-service deficit 
for athletic fields. The installation of field lights at the turf 
fields will also increase the number of hours the fields 
can be used/reserved (as lighting of the field will allow 
it to be played later into the evening). Finally, restoration 
of the field with synthetic turf will allow activity on the 
field to resume sooner after large storm events than if 
the field were restored with natural turf.

Although residents in the City of Kirkland already have 
access to 38 fields, there remains unmet demand for 
park facilities. 132nd Square Park is designated as a 
community park which is intended to provide benefit to 
the entire City of Kirkland. The Master Plan engagement 
process specifically solicited input from immediate 
neighbors of the park to ensure local values were also 
addressed.

Improvements at the park will take place in multiple 
phases. The first phase is funded and includes a 
stormwater retrofit project constructed below the 
southern fields and restoration of these fields with one 
synthetic turf multi-purpose field and field lights, as 
well as minor park improvements such as new drainage, 
fencing and backstops.  Subsequent phases of work 
include items such as a new restroom, new picnic 
shelters, and expanded play area, tree management and 
replanting, additional parking, and a drop off lane. The 
subsequent phases are dependent on available funding. 
The first phase of work is anticipated to commence in 
spring 2020.
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CHAPTER 2  -   EXISTING CONDITIONS
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132nd Square Park is one of Kirkland’s seven community 
parks. Located in the Kingsgate neighborhood, it is 
9.76 acres in area and is used for both passive and 
active recreation activities. The park is surrounded by 
single family residential uses, a church and a non-profit 
(Friends-of-Youth) thereby allowing it to function also as a 
neighborhood park for Kirkland residents within walking 
distance of the park. The park’s primary entrance off 
of Northeast 132nd Street where a parking lot for 60 
vehicles is present.

Currently, there are two baseball fields that are primarily 
used for Little League baseball and select softball, as well 
as a soccer field that is primarily used for youth leagues. 
There is currently no lighting to support evening games, 
and the grass fields are generally unplayable between 
early November through late February. Bleachers for 
spectators are located behind the infield of both baseball 
fields. All of these fields are available to rent. 

A transportation study prepared by Heffron Transportation 
determined that peak weekday use of the field occurs 
when the field hosting youth sports. Peak weekend use 
occurs on Saturdays when the fields are divided into 
multiple smaller fields to host Pee Wee soccer games. 

In addition to the fields, 132nd Square Park has a year-
round reservable picnic area. Within this area, there are 
four picnic tables, two of which are weather-protected 
under a community-built shelter. The entire picnic area 
can accommodate up to 75 people while the shelter can 
accommodate 16 users.

A variety of tree species can be found within the park 
including maples, cottonwoods, pines, and poplars. Many 
trees in this park are nearing the end of their lifespan 
and residents have reported failing limbs as posing a 
potential hazard to visitors and surrounding properties.

A seasonal restroom (open from March 1st through 
October 31st), playground, swings, walking trails, and 
reflexology labyrinth can also be found in this park. 

Figure 2 - Existing park amenities include two baseball fields, a soccer 
field, seasonal restroom, playground, reflexology path, reservable picnic 
shelter, and parking for 60 vehicles.

C H A P T E R  2
EXISTING CONDITIONS

2 . 0 2  - S I T E  A N A LY S I S
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Northeast 132nd Street is an east-west principal arterial 
street that extends along the north side of 132nd Square 
Park. It has one travel lane in each direction and curb, 
gutter, and sidewalk on each side. The street has a 
painted bike lane in each direction to the west of 132nd 
Avenue Northeast, with the prospect of extending the 
bike lanes to the east. There is no parking on either side 
of the street. 
 
132nd Avenue Northeast is a north-south collector arterial 
that extends along the east side of 132nd Square Park 
with a posted speed limit of 35 mph south of Northeast 
132nd Street and a 25 mph posted speed limit to the 
north. There is one travel lane in each direction, along 
with a curb, gutter, and sidewalk on each side. There is 
no parking on either side of the street. 

The site is served by King County Metro (Metro) bus routes 
236, 244, and 252. Route 236 provides two way service 
between the Kirkland Transit Center, Juanita, Kingsgate, 
and Woodinville. The other two routes provide weekday 
commuter service towards Bellevue and Seattle. 

Crosswalks with pedestrian signals are provided across 
all legs of Northeast 132nd Street/ 132nd Avenue 
Northeast intersections. Additional pedestrian access 
to the park can also be found off of 132nd Avenue 
Northeast, Northeast 131st Street, and 131st Avenue 
Northeast. 

2 . 0 2  - S I T E  C O N N E C T I O N S

Figure 3 - Access to the park by vehicle is provided via a parking lot off 
of NE 132nd Street, and by pedestrians/bikes off of 132nd Ave NE and two 
trails connecting to adjacent residential developments.

Figure 4 - 132nd Square Park is bordered by single-family residential 
and community uses.
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Figure 5 - Scheduled events at the park typically occur between the months of March-October, peaking in June, due to the seasonal limitations of 
the existing fields.

C O M P R E H E N S I V E  P L A N
132nd Square Park is one of four parks (two community 
parks and two neighborhood parks) located within the 
Kingsgate neighborhood. As part of the vision for this 
neighborhood: “improved and well maintained park in each 
part of the neighborhood  offer a variety of recreational 
opportunities. Trees are preserved or replaced to 
provide a consistent vegetative canopy throughout the 
neighborhood, connect greenbelt corridors and support 
wildlife.” The City is currently updating its Comprehensive 
Plan titled “Kirkland 2035.”

The City’s PROS Plan supports and implements 
various elements of the Comprehensive Plan including 
Community Character, Land Use, Parks, and Capital 
Facilities elements.

PA R K S ,  R E C R E AT I O N ,  O P E N  S PA C E  ( P R O S ) 
P L A N
The City’s PROS Plan is a six-year guide and strategic plan 
for managing and enhancing park and recreation services. 
As the City continues to grow, the plan prioritizes park 
development, as well as park acquisition, to maintain an 
adopted level-of-service (LOS) standard. 
132nd Square Park is categorized as a Community Park. 

Community Parks are sites generally 10-30 acres in size 
and include both passive and active recreation facilities. 
These parks can serve both a local population and a 
larger geographic area, and generally provide parking 
and restroom facilities. 

Identified improvements to 132nd Square Park within the 
PROS Plan include renovating playfields with a daylighted 
stormwater feature to clean polluted runoff from the 
parking lot, and minor park enhancements and repairs.

The PROS Plan describes artificial turf as one solution 
to “allow more intensive use of field space, extend 
field seasons and reduce plan cancellations due to 
rain and muddy conditions.” The plan also states that 
improvements to irrigation and lighting would better 
serve users and extend playing seasons.

Various general goals and policies in Chapter 3 of the 
PROS Plan support the proposed improvements of 
132nd Square Park, including the use of artificial turf. 
It also supports the development of a park master plan 
to achieve those goals. The most relevant policies and 
action items are highlighted on the following page on the 
right.

2 . 0 3  -  C O N S I S T E N C Y  W I T H  O T H E R  P L A N S

Above:  Scheduled Events by Month

 

Parking Impacts of Improvements:
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P O L I C Y  2 . 2
“Develop park sites based on master 
plans, management plans, or other 
adopted strategies to ensure parks 
reflect local needs, community input, 
recreational and conservation goals, 
and available financial resources.”

P O L I C Y  6 . 1 :
“Provide a citywide system of sports 
fields and programs to serve field sport 
needs of the community, in partnership 
with the Lake Washington School 
District, local sports organizations, and 
other regional providers.”

A C T I O N  I T E M S :
1. “Evaluate opportunities to include 
sports fields in the development of new 
community parks.”

2. “Consider resurfacing existing or 
new fields to artificial turf to allow more 
intensive use of field space, extend field 
seasons, and limit play cancellations 
due to rain and muddy conditions.”

C A P I TA L  I M P R O V E M E N T  P R O G R A M  ( C I P )
The City’s Capital Improvement Program (CIP) is a six-
year plan that addresses funding for construction, repair, 
maintenance, and acquisition of major capital facilities 
and equipment. In 2015, the Parks and Community 
Services CIP included a playfield renovation project for 
132nd Square Park, consistent with the PROS Plan. The 
CIP will need to be updated for the construction of this 
project for all phases. The 2017-2022 CIP included the 
following ongoing capital projects:

• 132nd Square Park Playfields Renovation: 
Renovation of community playfields at park. 
Existing fields serve youth baseball/softball, 
soccer, and neighborhood activities. Improvements 
will include new drainage and irrigation systems, 
new infield surfacing, and new lawns, new fencing, 
and backstops. Installation of synthetic turf was 
added in the 2018 CIP update.

• 132nd Square Park Surface Water Retrofit 
Facility: The 132nd Square Park Retrofit Facility 
will provide water quality treatment, flow control, 
and infiltration for approximately 48.5 acres of 
single-family residential and right-of-way area in 
the northeast corner of the Totem Lake Basin. 
This project will implement one of the two projects 
identified in the Totem Lake/Juanita Creek Basin 
Stormwater Retrofit Conceptual Design (Ecology 
Grant G1400024) which conducted planning and 
design work for capital and non-capital stormwater 
retrofit projects.

2 . 0 4  -  E N V I R O N M E N TA L  S T U D I E S

T R A N S P O R TAT I O N  A N D  PA R K I N G  A S S E S S M E N T
A Transportation and Parking Assessment prepared by 
Heffron Transportation Inc., dated June 2019, discusses 
the potential transportation and parking impacts 
associated with the three design alternatives presented 
in this Master Plan. 

The assessment concludes that transportation and 
parking impacts are primarily related to the new activities 
resulting from improvements to existing fields, which is 
a component of all three alternatives. Parking demand 
would increase in duration due to extended use in 
evening hours and winter months enabled by synthetic 
turf and lighting, however peak parking demands would 
not increase as the fields are already reserved during 
these times (i.e., the proposed increase in use/hours 
would only extend parking demands, not create additional 
parking demands during existing hours). Expansion of 
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the picnic shelter area may also generate new parking if 
it allows for multiple group reservations during the same 
time period.

The assessment notes that any new uses in the park 
would generate lower parking demand than current 
activities already taking place, such as pee-wee soccer. 
The assessment also states that while new parking would 
be generated in winter months, that parking would still be 
less than what is currently experienced in peak season.

The park currently has 60 spaces, which is a shortage 
during peak usage times. Design alternative three 
provides 60 additional spaces, which may alleviate 
parking constraints but would create an over-supply 
during the majority of the day.

The assessment provides recommendations to mitigate 
parking impacts including (1) providing a 30-minute gap 
between field events, (2) leasing spaces in the church 
parking lot located at northeast corner of Northeast 
132nd Street and 132nd Avenue Northeast to allow for 
shared parking during peak events, and (3) limiting picnic 
shelter reservations to one group at a time when other 
peak youth activities are taking place.

Heffron’s Transportation and Parking Assessment is 
included as Appendix 1 to this Master Plan.

L I G H T I N G
Tres West Engineers prepared a lighting system design 
for 132nd Square Park. The proposed lighting design 
includes lighting for the new field as well as lighting for 
the new parking area.

Proposed light fixtures will be energy efficient LED.  
Fixtures will also provide “full-cutoff” illumination, so 
no light will be directed upward or produce unwanted 
glare.  Fixtures will be specified and strategically placed 
and oriented to direct light onto the field, similar for the 
parking areas, to minimize light spill away from these 
areas.  Proposed quantity of poles for the field is (4), with 
a height estimated at 70’.  Proposed quantity of poles for 
the parking area is (5), with a height estimated at 25’.

30% lighting system design plans are included as 
Appendix 2 to this Master Plan.

Figure 6 - Parking demand for 132nd Square Park’s 60 parking spaces typically peaks when little league or pee-wee soccer tournaments are being 
held, a few weekends each summer.
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Input and feedback from the public was integrated 
throughout the master planning process to assure 
improvements aligned with the community’s values and 
desires for the park. While plans for the stormwater 
retrofit project were already underway, the City sought to 
involve park users, neighbors, community organizations, 
and other Kirkland residents in how the park should be 
enhanced once the stormwater infrastructure is installed. 
Four community events were held, which provided 
opportunities to listen to the public about needs and 
opportunities for the project and to solicit feedback from 
residents as designs alternatives were prepared. 

• March 20, 2019, Evergreen Neighborhood 
Association – City staff presented the main 
project objectives to the Evergreen Neighborhood 
Association including the stormwater retrofit project 
and field replacement. Approximately 30 members 
of the public were in attendance.

• March 26, 2019, 1st Community Open House 
– City staff and their consultant conducted a 
community open house to introduce the project 
to the greater community and to solicit feedback 
on the types of park improvements the community 
desired at 132nd Square Park. Approximately 40 
community members were in attendance.

• May 12, 2019, Picnic in the Park – City staff 
hosted an informational booth at the Picnic at the 
Park event to present the project objectives and 
answer questions from the public. Approximately 
80 members of the public visited the booth.

• June 20, 2019, 2nd Community Open House – City 
staff and their consultant facilitated a second public 
open house where three design alternatives were 
introduced to the community. Dot exercises allowed 
the community to vote on their preferred design 
alternative as well as select favorite elements 

from each design alternative that could then be 
harmonized in the preferred design alternative. 
Approximately 55 members of the public were 
in attendance and engaged with City staff at this 
event.

Two community surveys were also distributed to solicit 
public input, with questions directed at the types of 
activities and uses that were desired at the park. The 
feedback from the public was instrumental in developing 
the preferred design alternative, which combined 
elements from each design alternative, a direct outcome 
of the public process.

C H A P T E R  3
PROCESS

Figure 7 - Community preferences for design concept elements.

3 . 0 1  - P U B L I C  I N V O LV E M E N T
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Two public open houses were held, on March 26, 2019 
and June 20, 2019, to support the preparation of the 
Master Plan. The format included a presentation by the 
City and consultants, followed by breakout stations where 
groups rotated and explored topics such as synthetic 
turf, lighting, parking, and stormwater. At the second 
open house, three design alternatives were presented to 
the public, and attendees were asked to vote on their 
preferred design. A  matrix was also provided depicting 
the elements of each of the three design alternatives, 
where participants could vote using a “dot,” on which 
elements and amenities of each individual design they 
preferred.

Park character, landscaping, lighting, park amenities, 
walking paths, and off-street parking were topics that 
generated public interest and comment. The input 
received at the public open houses assisted in shaping 
the preferred design alternative for 132nd Square Park 
presented within this Master Plan. Throughout the project 
and the numerous comments received, a few primary 
themes emerged:

•  Traffic and Parking: Public comment at the outset 
of the project revolved around traffic and the lack 
of parking during peak park hours. The scope of 
the traffic impact analysis (TIA) was designed 
to examine these concerns. The traffic engineer 
concluded that the proposed improvements were 
not likely to have an adverse impact on traffic or 
parking at 132nd Square Park; however, the TIA 
confirmed there was insufficient parking during 

peak hours. Peak parking demands for Little League 
and pee-wee soccer would continue to occur on 
weekends. However, the input received on the three 
design alternatives illustrated a preference for the 
addition of 20 parking stalls (Option 2).

• Park Lighting: All three design alternatives include 
field lighting. However, the hours or duration of 
the field lighting have yet to be determined. Field 
lighting continues to be studied, but the primary 
concern voiced by the community was to limit field 
lighting to when the fields are in use. Lighting for 
park security was also desired. Fields will not be lit 
when parks are not open (most Kirkland parks are 
closed between 11pm and dawn). 

•  Vegetation and Ecosystem: Comments included 
concerns about tree management  and replacement, 
need for environmental review, downstream 
impacts, and soil stability.

•  Park Amenities and Programing: The users of132nd 
Square Park value the existing uses at the park and 
did not want to see any amenities removed from the 
park. There were also a few neighbors who did not 
want to see any additional amenities/programming 
at the park due to concerns over increased traffic/
use of the park negatively impacting the character 
of the park. There was a strong desire to maintain 
walking trails/paths, the reflexology labyrinth, the 
community built picnic shelter, and the sledding 
hill.

3 . 0 3  -   P U B L I C  O P E N  H O U S E S

The City initiated the Master Planning process in early 
2019 to develop a preferred design and development 
plan for 132nd Square Park. The Master Plan process 
included outreach to stakeholders for their input, 
public open houses, and community surveys. The 
master plan process included the development of park 
design alternatives, distribution of a draft master plan 
for review, environmental analysis under the State 
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA), a public hearing before 
the City of Kirkland Parks Board, and formal adoption by 
the Kirkland City Council. 

A geotechnical investigation and survey of the site was 
conducted in spring 2019 and preliminary design occurred 
between  April and July 2019. Final development of this 
Master Plan and design of the stormwater system will 
conclude in December 2019, with construction planned 
to begin in spring of 2020.

3 . 0 2  -   P R O J E C T  T I M E L I N E
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Two surveys were prepared and distributed to park users and members of the community who were unable to attend 
the community open houses. 

S U R V E Y  1
The goal of the first community survey was to learn more about how residents currently use the park and priorities for 
improvements. The survey included five questions and received 54 responses. Participants were also able to write in 
their own responses (other) when not selecting one of the identified choices. Responses are summarized below, and 
the full results are included as Appendix 5 to this Master Plan:

• Q1. How do you currently use the park? You may select more than one. Out of 48 respondents, “walking” 
received 37 votes (77%), followed by “playground” with 25, and “picnics” with 19.

• Q2. What additional features would you like included as part of the park? You may select more than one. 
Out of 45 respondents, “Tree Care and Maintenance” received 23 votes (51%), followed by “Other” with 17, and 
“Better Restrooms” with 15. 

• Q3. How do you get to the park? Out of 48 respondents, “Walk” received 43 votes (90%), followed by “drive” 
with 15, and “Bike” with 2. 

• Q4. The City is installing artificial turf and field lighting on the fields. To me, the most important consideration 
in adding synthetic turf and field lighting is... Out of 33 respondents, “Lighting Effects for Neighbors” received 
17 votes (52%), followed by “Increased Use of the Fields with 7 votes, and “Safety” with 5 votes.

3 . 0 4  -  S U R V E Y  R E S P O N S E S

Figure 8 - Community members share their concerns over field lighting at the second community open house held on June 20, 2019.
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Figure 9 - Survey feedback on the three design alternatives.

S U R V E Y  2
After the design alternatives for the park were prepared 
and following the second community open house, a second 
online survey was developed for distribution. The results 
of the first online survey demonstrated that a greater 
share of park users in the immediate neighborhood 
had responded to the survey, as opposed to the athletic 
organizations that use the existing ball fields. With the 
second online survey, the City endeavored to ensure that 
the survey was distributed to all park users . The survey 
included four questions that sought to identify a preferred 
park design and determine which individual amenities 
within each alternative were preferred. Responses are 
summarized below, and the full results are included as 
Appendix 6 to this Master Plan:

• Q1. Please review the three concepts and vote 
on which one appeals most to you. Out of 15 
respondents, design Option 2 - “Play Forest” 
received  5 votes (33%), Option 3– “Boulevard Stroll” 
received 5 votes (33%), Option 1 – “Wandering 
Woodlands” received 3 votes (20%), and “Other” 
recieved 2 votes (13%).

• Q2. Please review the above included park 
amenities and vote on which design approach you 
prefer for each amenity. Overall, amenities from 
Option 2 – “Play Forest” were preferred, though the 
picnic shelter design in Option 1 received one more 
vote than Option 2, and the storage building from 
Option 1 was preferred by 3 votes.

• Q3. What level of parking expansion do you 
prefer? The parking expansion in Options 2 and 3 
were evenly preferred.

• Q4. What is your largest remaining concern 
regarding field lighting? Similar concerns to those 
shared during the community open house including 
light pollution and light spill over were received.
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Environmental review was performed for this Master Plan 
document, as required under the State Environmental 
Policy Act (SEPA), in the form of a SEPA checklist. The 
SEPA checklist covers all improvements identified within 
the preferred alternative of this Master Plan. 

The project is proposed to be completed in phases, with 
the first phase of work anticipated to commence in Spring 
2020 which will include the stormwater retrofit project 
constructed below the southern fields and restoration of 
these fields with one synthetic turf multi-purpose field 
and field lights, as well as minor park improvements such 
as new drainage, fencing and backstops. Subsequent 
phases of work include items such as a new restroom, 
new picnic shelters, and expanded play area, tree 
management and replanting, additional parking, and 
a drop off lane and will be implemented as funding 
becomes available.

A threshold determination has not yet been issued by 
the SEPA designated official. Comments received on 
the threshold determination will be summarized in this 
section once available.

3 . 0 5  -  S E PA  E N V I R O N M E N TA L  R E V I E W
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Three design alternatives were prepared to depict what the full build out of the park could look like and to allow for 
the City to plan for and implement park elements as funding becomes available. The three design alternatives were 
developed and reviewed through a public process including stakeholder meetings, surveys and open houses.

The matrix below shows how each amenity varies across each of the three options. Synthetic turf and park lighting were 
common elements of all options. A preferred alternative was prepared that combines elements of each alternative. 
The key elements of the preferred alternative are discussed in Chapter 5.

C H A P T E R  4
Design Alternatives

INCLUDED PARK AMENITY OPTION 1  -  
WANDERING WOODLANDS

OPTION 2   -  
PLAY FOREST

OPTION 3   -  
BOULEVARD STROLL

Parking
60 stalls total (no additional 

parking stalls added)
$

80 stalls total (20 parking 
stalls added)

$$

120 stalls total (60 parking 
stalls added)

$$$

Multi-Use Synthetic Field  
Park Lighting

Restroom Restroom remodel New restroom New restroom
Sledding Hill Informal feature Structured feature Secondary element

Picnic Shelters Combined with play area Tucked along forest edge Tucked under trees

Expanded Play Area Create a “central gathering space” 
in the upper level - Play fountain 

Urban Forest Concept Native forest Arboretum collection Multiple allées

Storage Building Existing, 
existing location

Medium size, 
at MU Field level

Large size, 
at MU field level

Disc Golf 3-holes Not included Not included

ADA & Accessible Pathways

Figure 10 - Comparison Matrix of Design Alternatives

4 . 0 1  -  D E S I G N  A LT E R N AT I V E S
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N A R R AT I V E
The Wandering Woodlands alternative features a paved gathering 
circle containing four picnic shelters that look out upon an 
expanded play area. The gathering circle is centrally-located to 
create viewsheds extending to the playfields, woodlands, and 
adjacent informal play/sled hill located to the northwest of the 
circle. Another hill slopes down from the southeast of the circle 
towards the playfields, forming a small natural amphitheater and 
providing further opportunities for hill play and grass seating to 
view sports games.

The woodlands are a native urban forest composed of species 
native to the Pacific Northwest. Native urban forests contribute 
to a better sense of place for uses of the park and serve as 
habitat for native birds, pollinators and other species. Paths wind 
through the woodlands, providing ample strolling opportunities. 
This alternative features a three-hole disc golf course in the 
northwest section of the woodlands, with care taken that the 
tossing ranges do not overlap with walking paths or other 
programmed uses. The Wandering Woodlands alternative 
features a labyrinth and reflexology circle.

Certain elements are retained; the parking lot would remain in-
place and retain its current 60-stall capacity. The restroom would 
be remodeled and remain in-place. The existing storage building 
by the playfields would also be retained. Like the other design 
alternatives, the Wandering Woodlands features ADA-accessible 
pathways and ADA access to the playfields. This design is the 
least expensive of the proposed alternatives.

4 . 0 2  -  S I T E  O P T I O N  1  -  WA N D E R I N G  W O O D L A N D S

INCLUDED SITE AMENITIES:

60 stalls (no parking expansion)

Restroom remodel

Informal sled hill

Picnic shelters combined with play area

Expanded play area

Urban forest - native

Disc golf (3-holes)
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DRAFT MASTER PLAN CONCEPTS

132ND SQUARE PARK RETROFIT FACILITY PROJECT
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OPTION 1 - INFORMAL KITE HILL, OVERLOOK AT PLAY AREA, 
EXPANDED PLAY AND PINIC AREAS, NO CHANGE TO PARKING

SLED HILL

PARKING
60 STALLS

LABYRINTH/\
REFLEXOLOGY

PICNIC 
SHELTERS

OVERLOOK

EXPANDED 
PLAY AREA

SYNTHETIC TURF PLAYFIELD

NATURAL TURF PLAYFIELD

WA N D E R I N G  WO O D L A N D S
Site Option 1
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N A R R AT I V E
The Play Forest alternative would expand the parking lot from 60 
spaces to 80 spaces. Due to the parking lot expansion, a new 
restroom facility is depicted and more structured access to the 
playfields would be provided. Like the other design alternatives, 
the Play Forest would feature ADA-accessible pathways and ADA 
access to the playfields. A medium-sized storage building would 
be provided at multi-use field level.

The Play Forest alternative features a more structured play hill 
with ADA-accessible pathways winding up it, culminating in a 
small paved area at the top. A second play/sled hill is depicted 
southeast of the parking lot and restroom facility, overlooking 
the turf playfields. This hill opens up into a flat lawn area 
adjacent to the playfields for unprogrammed play, gathering, and 
picnic opportunities. Expanded playground areas overlook the 
playfields, maintaining an open viewshed to both play/sled hills 
and picnic shelters located to the west. This design alternative 
would include three picnic shelters spaced throughout a winding 
path tucked along the forest edge. Viewsheds from all picnic 
shelters are maintained to the playground areas, and visitors 
may choose shelters with views to the playfields, playhill, or 
forested area.

ADA-accessible pathways would meander throughout the site, 
providing ample strolling opportunities. The western quadrant of 
the site would cater to more passive, open-ended recreation and 
would feature a Play Forest containing an arboretum collection of 
native and carefully-selected species from around the world that 
thrive in Pacific Northwest conditions. A labyrinth and reflexology 
circle are depicted in a quiet southwestern corner of the site. 

4 . 0 3  -  S I T E  O P T I O N  2  -  P L AY  F O R E S T

INCLUDED SITE AMENITIES:

80 Parking stalls (20 stalls additional)

New restroom

Sled hill - Structured Features

Picnic shelters - tucked along forest edge

Urban forest - arboretum collection

Storage building - medium size

No disc golf
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DRAFT MASTER PLAN CONCEPTS

132ND SQUARE PARK RETROFIT FACILITY PROJECT
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OPTION 2 - STRUCTURED PLAY HILL, OVERLOOK AT PLAY AREA, 
STRUCTURED ACCESS TO FIELDS, ADDITIONAL PARKING

PLAY HILL

PARKING
80 STALLS

LABYRINTH/
REFLEXOLOGY

PICNIC SHELTERS

OVERLOOK/
SLED HILL

SYNTHETIC TURF PLAYFIELD

NATURAL TURF PLAYFIELD

P L AY  F O R E ST 
Site Option 2
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N A R R AT I V E
The Boulevard Stroll alternative features a maximized parking 
area, adding 60 stalls to bring the total number of parking stalls 
to 120. Due to the parking expansion, new restroom facilities 
are proposed. Like the other design alternatives, the Boulevard 
Stroll would provide ADA-accessible pathways and ADA access to 
the playfields. This design would include a large storage building 
at the multi-use field level.

The Boulevard Stroll alternative features three loosely-structured 
zones that would accommodate active, active/passive, and 
passive uses. Similar to the other proposed alternatives, the 
Boulevard Stroll would provide expanded playground areas that 
maintain viewsheds out onto the playfields. The playground 
area would also feature a small play fountain for use during the 
summer months. The playground areas are directly adjacent to 
the parking lot and restroom facilities, allowing for easy access 
to park amenities. South of the playground areas would be a 
small sled hill, designed as a secondary element, which would 
open up into an open, unprogrammed play/lawn area south of 
the playfield. 

The Boulevard Stroll alternative features four picnic shelters 
spread throughout the south west region of the site and tucked 
under the trees. The shelters would be situated in both more 
active and more passive spaces, thereby giving park users a 
choice of experiences. Several walkways would wind through the 
site; in the northwest corner park users would have the option 
of wandering through a labyrinth with reflexology paving. Tree 
plantings would form multiple rows of trees that line the paths. 
The Boulevard Stroll is the most expensive of the proposed 
alternatives. 

4 . 0 4  -  S I T E  O P T I O N  3  -  B O U L E VA R D  S T R O L L

INCLUDED SITE AMENITIES:

120 Parking stalls

New restroom

Sled hill - secondary element

Picnic shelters - tucked under trees

Urban forest - multiple allées

Storage building - large size

No disc golf
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DRAFT MASTER PLAN CONCEPTS

132ND SQUARE PARK RETROFIT FACILITY PROJECT
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OPTION 3 - STRUCTURED ACCESS TO FIELDS, ADDITIONAL PLAY AREA FEATURES, 
NEW SLED HILL, MAXIMIZE PARKING AREA

PARKING

PARKING

LABYRINTH/
REFLEXOLOGY

PICNIC SHELTERS

SLED HILL

OVERLOOK

EXPANDED 
PLAY AREA

SYNTHETIC TURF PLAYFIELD

NATURAL TURF PLAYFIELD

PARKING
120 STALLS TOTAL

B O U L E VA R D  ST R O L L
Site Option 3
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C H A P T E R  5
THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

The design process to arrive at a preferred alternative 
began with a thorough review of community input from 
public meetings and written comments, as well as both in-
person and online surveys. Extensive input was gleaned 
from a public meeting when three alternative park 
design options were presented; from this, the preferred 
alternative was designed using a combination of the most 
preferred elements of the Wandering Woodlands and 
Play Forest alternatives. The major preferred elements 
of the Wandering Woodlands were the informal play/
sled hill and the centralized, circular gathering space 
that combined the picnic shelters with the expanded play 
areas. The major preferred elements of the Play Forest 
were the expanded 80-stall parking lot and the overlook 
play/sled hill sloping down toward the play fields. Looping 
walking paths and an expanded play area were commonly 
favored in both plans.

With this information in mind, the formal design 
process began by noting the locations of major fixed 
elements such as the parking lot and play fields on trace 
paper. Loose bubble diagrams and movement/ flow 
diagrams were prepared to explore the intersections of 
spaces, uses, and user experiences. The design team 
experimented with the locations of major elements 
such as the play/sled hill, the overlook play/sled hill, 
the central gathering circle, the picnic shelters and 
playground area, and the labyrinth and reflexology circle. 
User needs and experiences – such as the ability to 
simultaneously supervise children in the play areas while 
taking a quiet walk around the park perimeter or using 
other programmed spaces –  drove the design.

Four major programmatic zones emerged from this 
process: Social, Play, Passive, and Open/Unprogrammed 
Lawn zones. The locations of these zones were driven 

by user needs/desires, existing features and facilities, 
and existing topography and vegetation. The design’s 
spaces were organized from active to passive as one 
moves throughout the site; the zones transition loosely 
from active in the northeast portion of the site to passive 
in the southwest portion of the site. Transition spaces 
between these zones were designed to tie the spaces 
together and lend a more cohesive narrative for the 
visitor as he or she moves around the park. Sight lines 
were diagrammed from each zone to ensure the design 
was achieving desired visitor experiences. The repetition 
of forms and natural landscape elements throughout the 
site provide cohesive visitor experience, and emphasis 
on natural landscape play elements such as berms, hills, 
and boulders will lend the park an informal, multi-use, 
neighborhood park feel. 

5 . 0 1  -  D E S I G N  N A R R AT I V E
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INCLUDED PARK AMENITY OPTION 1  -  
WANDERING WOODLANDS

OPTION 2   -  
PLAY FOREST

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

Parking
60 stalls total (no additional 

parking stalls added)
$

80 stalls total (20 parking 
stalls added)

$$

80 stalls total (20 parking 
stalls added)

$$

Multi-Use Synthetic Field  
Park Lighting

Restroom Restroom remodel New restroom New restroom
Sledding Hill Informal feature Structured feature Informal feature

Picnic Shelters Combined with play area Tucked along forest edge Combined with play area

Expanded Play Area Create a “central gathering space” 
in the upper level - 

Create a “central gathering 
space” in the upper level 

and additional natural play 
features

Urban Forest Concept Native forest Arboretum collection Native forest

Storage Building Existing, 
existing location

Medium size, 
at MU Field level

Medium size, at 
MU Field level

Disc Golf 3-holes Not included Not included

ADA & Accessible Pathways

5 . 0 2  - P R O G R A M I N G  /  P O T E N T I A L  U S E R S 5 . 0 3  - F I E L D  U P G R A D E S
The park currently supports a variety of active, passive, 
programmed, and unprogrammed uses. The park 
contains programmed amenities such as playfields, a 
playground, picnic facilities, and walking paths, as well as 
unprogrammed spaces such as open grass lawns, a grass 
slope, and open areas with varying tree cover. According 
to survey responses, the most common park uses include 
organized and unorganized sports, playground use, 
walking, picnics, sledding, open play, dog walking, and 
enjoying nature.

Many of these uses and use types overlap; this has been 
noted by residents to create a positive park atmosphere 
and experience that they wish to carry through to the new 
park design. The park’s ability to simultaneously support 
a broad variety of uses draws many different people from 
around the neighborhood and community. Park users 
encompass all ages; including but not limited to families, 
retirees, young and school-age children, teenagers and 
young adults, and playfield users of all ages, including 
pee-wee players. By featuring a variety of open-ended, 
programmatic, interactive, and multi-use zones, the new 
park design works to maintain the broad diversity of 
users who enjoy the park.

In order to facilitate year-round use of the fields, one 
of the key elements of the preferred alternative is to 
upgrade the grass to turf. The turf could expand access 
to the park by tripling the number of rentable hours of 
the field, and save nearly $1 million in construction costs 
because the grading, drainage and restoration of the site 
is being funded through a grant from the Department of 
Ecology. The use of artificial turf will extend field seasons 
and reduce event cancellations due to rain and muddy 
conditions. Lighting will be added to the fields, increasing 
the number of hours the fields can be used and reserved.  
Fencing will be installed around the synthetic turf field to 
protect it front dogs or other animals.
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Among the most popular elements within 132nd Square 
Park are the hills on the east side of the fields. These hills 
serve many functions and act as natural play features, 
sledding runs, picnic grounds, and spectator seating for 
sporting events. The proposed design alternative not 
only incorporates the hills, but expands upon them to 
accommodate further opportunities for play, sledding, 
kite flying, and sports viewing.

The design proposes two main hill features, and one 
secondary hill feature. The two main hill features are a hill 
in the northwest section of the site, that overlooks the play 
and picnic areas within the central gathering circle, which 
will allow visitors to gaze down to the playfields. The hill 
is shaped to partially wrap around the central gathering 
circle, making it function as a connected element to 
the play area and adding to park cohesiveness through 
repetition in form. This hill will feature an embankment 
slide and some boulder play embedded into the grass for 
added informal play, seating, and a year-round “sledding” 
experience.

The second major hill overlooks the playfields, wrapping 
around the eastern edge of the central gathering circle 
to the entrance/parking lot to the north and the walking 
path to the south of the site. This multi-functional hill 
will serve as a natural amphitheater in which to picnic 
and watch sporting events as well as provide for open-
ended play. This hill will feature slopes for open-play and 
sledding, in addition to rolling, grass amphitheater-style 
“steps” to accommodate picnicking and sports-viewing, 
and several boulders strategically placed into the hillside 
for open-ended play and seating. Directly east of the 
central gathering circle is a retaining wall over which a 
climbing wall is proposed to add an additional element 
of play and fun way for kids to access the playground 
spaces on the central gathering circle.

The secondary hill elements are located to the west of 
the upper play/sled hill in the northwestern portion of 
the site. A series of smaller, multi-height berms transition 
from the hill into a more passive, wooded area of the park. 
These grassy berms are natural-landscape elements 
that will provide open-ended play and a unique park 
experience. The berms closer to the wooded area will be 
loosely planted with trees as they transition towards the 
larger hill, to provide both shaded and sunny experiences 
and help further serve as a transition zone between park 
activity types. There will be an ADA pathway winding 
through the berms and connecting to existing pedestrian 
park access, so visitors of all abilities may enjoy this 
landscape.

The existing parking lot contains 60 stalls. According to 
the parking study conducted by Heffron Transportation, 
adding an additional 20 spaces would accommodate 
most weekday evening parking demands, although 
parking during Saturday morning Pee Wee Soccer may 
still be constrained during surges occurring between 
consecutively scheduled games. Public input through 
meetings and surveys concluded that the preferred 
design proposal should include an additional 20 stalls 
(or 80 parking stalls total), as well as a drop-off/pick-up 
area for cars.

5 . 0 6 - PA R K I N G

5 . 0 7 - L I G H T I N G
Currently, there are no lights in the park, which severely 
limits the use of the fields. Through the online survey, 
52 percent of respondents answered that “light effects 
for neighbors” was the most important consideration in 
adding lighting. 

The proposed lighting design includes lighting for the 
new field as well as lighting for the new parking area. 

Proposed light fixtures will be energy efficient LED. 
Fixtures will also provide “full-cutoff” illumination, so 
no light will be directed upward or produce unwanted 
glare.  Fixtures will be specified and strategically placed 
and oriented to direct light onto the field, similar for the 
parking areas, to minimize light spill away from these 
areas.  Proposed quantity of poles for the field is (4), 
height estimated at 70’.  Proposed quantity of poles for 
the parking area is (5), height estimated at 25’.

5 . 0 5 - T R A I L  S Y S T E M
There is currently a trail system meandering through 
132nd Square Park. A variety of users frequently walk this 
trail system and it is a key aspect of the character of the 
park. The proposed design features an ADA-accessible 
trail system that weaves through the vegetation, creates 
circulation between the playground, reflexology area, and 
the expanded picnic areas, and loosely replicates the 
forms of design elements to lend the site a cohesive, tied-
together character. Where possible, existing pathways 
will be maintained and will tie into new pathway systems 
to form cohesive walking loops for connections and 
meandering.

5 . 0 4 - P L AY - S L E D  H I L L
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5 . 0 8 - D R A I N A G E
Park Drainage: The Park is located within the Totem Lake sub-watershed of the Juanita Creek Basin.  Redevelopment of 
the park will trigger stormwater requirements for flow control, water quality, and onsite Low Impact Best Management 
Practices (BMPs). Accordingly, the stormwater design will confirm to the 2016 King County Surface Water Design 
Manual (KCSWDM) which has been adopted by the City of Kirkland with amendments. Runoff from the expanded 
parking lot, synthetic turf field, playground and community picnic shelters will be collected and treated to remove 
pollutants prior to infiltrating into the site subsoils through an infiltration system located under the existing field.  
More than 91 percent of the total runoff from the redeveloped park will be infiltrated.  Controlled overflows from the 
infiltration system will discharge into the public storm system in 132nd Ave NE.  Additionally porous asphalt concrete 
walkways are proposed to disperse stormwater from the walking trails into the subsoils.

Currently, the playfields at 132nd Square Park become unusable during wet weather due to poor drainage. 
Redevelopment of the two southern fields into one multi-purpose synthetic turf field will also include under drains to 
facilitate adequate drainage on the field. 

Regional Drainage: This site has been chosen as the location for a stormwater retrofit project to provide runoff 
treatment and infiltration of stormwater from approximately 48 acres of upstream developed area.  This stormwater 
retrofit project funded by Ecology will maximize treatment and reduce flows, while maintaining existing park uses. 
A regional stormwater storage/infiltration system will be located beneath the new synthetic turf playfield and will 
discharge controlled flows back to the existing storm system within 132nd Ave NE.  A treatment system will be added 
to filter the stormwater from the upstream area (48-acres), the parking lot, and the synthetic turf field.  The regional 
stormwater project will have a storage volume of 73,855 CF when completed.
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The vegetation that can be found in 132nd Square Park 
supports the diversity of Pacific Northwest native species.
More than 100 trees are scattered throughout 132nd 
Square Park, enhancing the park’s unique character 
and providing different programmatic functions, such as 
providing natural shade and buffering. 

The Master Plan supports a diverse mixture of native 
Pacific Northwest species that provide natural habitat for 
birds, pollinators and other native species, in addition to 
promoting a sense-of-place within the Pacific Northwest. 
New and existing trees will be used strategically as design 
elements to provide natural buffers against the edges of 
the site, as shade canopies, and as privacy screens for 
more secluded, passively-programmed natural areas.

According to survey results, tree care and maintenance 
raised the greatest public concern, as the park currently 

contains trees reaching the end of their life cycles that 
may pose a risk for park users and neighbors. Following 
consultation with an arborist, hazardous and unhealthy 
vegetation will be identified and replaced to ensure the 
overall quantity of trees is maintained. Additional trees 
will be planted where needed to support the programmatic 
functions of the Master Plan, which features more trees 
than what currently exist at the park to provide for shade, 
buffering, and to create quiet natural areas. Healthy 
trees are recommended to remain where grading does 
not disturb critical root zones, particularly in buffer zones 
along the site boundary. A complete phased tree removal 
and replacement will evolve through more public input as 
the plan develops.

5 . 0 9  - V E G E TAT I O N

T R E E  R E T E N T I O N  C O N C E P T  P L A N

E X I S T I N G  T R E E  T O  R E M A I N
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The park currently contains a restroom facility, storage 
shed, a picnic shelter and picnic tables, and playground. 
Roughly 35 percent of survey respondents noted they 
would like to see restroom improvements.  The proposed 
design includes the construction of a new restroom facility 
due to the dislocation of the existing restroom that will 
occur as a result of the parking lot expansion. The ADA-
accessible restroom will be located within easy access 
of the parking lot and playfields and will be available for 
year-round use.

Participants at the June 20, 2019, public meeting 
responded favorably to having a centralized gathering 
circle which would contain an expanded playground 
and picnic shelters. This circle will be located so that 
park visitors may simultaneously watch children on the 
playground, upper play hill, and the playfields. An ADA-
accessible walking pathway will surround the circle.

Roughly 24 percent of survey respondents said they 
wanted an expansion of the existing playground. The 
proposed design includes a playground expansion that 
features play equipment in addition to natural play 
elements and a small play fountain for use during the 
summer months. The proposed design includes the 
addition of two new picnic shelters, bringing the total 
number of picnic shelters to three, to accommodate the 
popularity of picnicking at the park. The existing shelter 
will remain in-place, and the other two shelters will be 
positioned to create a social and connected space 
between all three shelters, to accommodate larger groups 
or events, or simply provide an atmosphere that may be 
conducive to sociability. Boulders will be incorporated 
around the edges of the picnic shelters, to serve as 
informal, multi-use play and seating elements, provide a 
loose definition of the picnic shelter area, and connect 
to the reflexology circle. The picnic shelters will be at 
the outer edge of a central gathering circle and will have 
views to the playground, upper and lower play/sled hills, 
and playfields.

A labyrinth, to enhance passive use of the park, is 
proposed in the new design. The labyrinth is located in 
the southwest corner of the site, surrounded by denser 
trees, to provide opportunities for quiet reflection and 
meditation. The labyrinth design and relocation of the 
reflexology will be the basis for a Call for Artists for the 
1% for Art program. An area where the art would be 
located should be identified in collaboration with Parks 
and Community Services Department staff so it fits 
seamlessly into the park’s overall design. 

There is an existing reflexology circle in the northern 
portion of the park, near the parking lot entrance. It will 
be retained and carefully moved southwest of the central 
gathering circle to promote its use and help further 
activate the space. Boulders will be loosely placed around 
it, connecting into the picnic shelter area of the gathering 
circle and embedded down the side of the southern hill 
overlooking the playfields.

The storage shed will be enlarged to suit the needs of the 
playfields.

5 . 1 0 - O T H E R  I M P R O V E M E N T S
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L O O K I N G  W E S T  T O  P L AY  A N D  G AT H E R I N G  A R E A
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The Ecology-funded Stormwater Retrofit project provides an opportune time to upgrade 132nd Square Park, as 
the Stormwater Retrofit project will disturb nearly the entire area of the southern two fields and the grant funding 
includes the complete restoration of this space.  The Park improvements are envisioned to occur in phases; the 
initial phase includes the Stormwater Retrofit project and the synthetic turf field.  Subsequent phases include the 
remaining park improvements such as the expanded parking lot, new restroom, new playground, additional picnic 
shelters, walking trails and other amenities from the preferred alternative. These subsequent phases are dependent 
on available funding.

P H A S E  1
As planned, the stormwater infiltration facility will generate 4,000 cubic yards of excavated material which will remain 
onsite to expand and level the playing field.  It is less costly to maintain the excavated material onsite rather than 
hauling and disposing the material off-site. Accordingly, the enlarged multi-purpose field can accommodate two little 
league fields or one full size soccer field at a desired field slope of less than one percent.  The grading of the field 
and disturbed site will be designed to balance cuts and fills and to limit the exportation of materials, thereby allowing 
all suitable soil to be reused on the site. 

Concrete retaining walls will be constructed along the south and north ends of the field to maximize the playable 
surface and transition to existing grades.  Instead of restoring the athletic field with natural grass, a synthetic turf 
field will be installed.  Field lights are also proposed for the synthetic turf field.  The synthetic turf surface can be 
installed and ready for play in less than half the time it would take to re-establish a natural turf field. Additionally, 
a maintenance access road and storage shed will be constructed in Phase 1.  Any park areas disturbed by the 
contractor’s activities will be restored.  Landscape areas around the field area will be seeded and new irrigation 
installed. An asphalt overlay of the existing parking lot may occur and pedestrian access to the fields will be replaced 
with an accessible route.

It is anticipated that construction of the Stormwater Retrofit project will disturb about three acres of the park.  We 
recommend the City work with the Contractor to maintain access to the north field, parking lot, and the western 
portion of the park.  

The total probable construction cost of the Phase 1 improvements is $2.9 million.  This is cost is reduced by the 
anticipated Ecology funding of $1.1 million for a net cost of $1.8 million.  The following figures and tables illustrate the 
breakdown of the probable construction cost.  A detailed cost  breakdown per discipline can be found in Appendices 
2, 3, and 4. 

5 . 1 1  -  P H A S I N G  &  I M P L E M E N TAT I O N
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P H A S E  1
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Park Master Plan August 22, 2019

Concept Design 2180804.10

Cost Estimate - PHASE 1

Scope Fee

Civil - Site Improvements
Site Preparation  $166,410.00 
Erosion Control  $63,000.00 
Storm Drainage Systems  $263,370.00 
Paving and Surfacing / Traffic Control  $87,040.00 
Water Systems  $2,500.00 
Sanitary Sewer Systems  $- 
Miscellaneous - Walls  $199,931.00 

Subtotal  $782,251.00 

Landscape Architecture - Site Improvements
Planting  $17,643.00 
Irrigation  $52,881.00 
Site Amenities  $267,800.00 
Playground  $- 
Synthetic Turf Surfacing  $982,442.00 
Fencing - Black Vinyl Coated  $65,900.00 

Subtotal  $1,386,666.00 

Electrical - Site Improvements
Field Lights  $303,982.00 

Subtotal  $303,982.00 

Subtotal Site Work
 $2,472,899.00 

Design & Estimating Contingency 10%  $247,289.90 
Subtotal  $2,720,188.90 

General Conditions 6%  $163,211.33 
Subtotal Construction  $2,883,400.23 

Insurance, Bond, Tax 2%  $57,668.00 

Total Probable Construction Cost
 
$2,941,068.24 
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Park Master Plan August 22, 2019
Concept Design 2180804.10
Cost Estimate - ECOLOGY FUNDING FOR PHASE 1

Scope Fee

Civil - Site Improvements
Site Preparation  $166,410.00 
Erosion Control  $63,000.00 
Storm Drainage Systems  $263,370.00 
Paving and Surfacing / Traffic Control  $15,000.00 
Water Systems  $- 
Sanitary Sewer Systems  $- 
Miscellaneous - Walls  $150,000.00 

Subtotal  $657,780.00 

Landscape Architecture - Site Improvements
12” Topsoil  $127,400.00 
Under drains  $103,685.00 
Hydroseed Lawn  $21,601.00 
Playground  $- 
Synthetic Turf Surfacing  $- 
Fencing - Black Vinyl Coated  $- 

Subtotal  $252,686.00 

Electrical - Site Improvements
Parking Lot  Lights  $- 

Subtotal  $- 

Subtotal Site Work
 
$910,466.00 

Design & Estimating Contingency 10%  $91,046.60 
Subtotal  $1,001,512.60 

General Conditions 6%  $60,090.76 
Subtotal Construction  $1,061,603.36 

Insurance, Bond, Tax 2%  $21,232.07 

Total Probable Construction Cost
 

$1,082,835.42 
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S U B S E Q U E N T  P H A S E S
Subsequent phases of the project will focus on renovating the western side of the park. This renovation will include 
the creation of a central gathering space in order to accommodate an expanded and upgraded play area and two 
additional community shelters. The shelter which currently exists will remain in its original location. This phase 
includes constructing the large play sled hill and small surrounding berms.

The hill between the synthetic turf field and the community gathering area will also be regraded during this phase; 
this process will create a multipurpose gathering area at field level and then slope up to the community gathering 
area. The grading of this hill also directs sleds away from the fencing that will be added to the turf fields. Due to its 
topography, a retaining wall will be added and will double as a climbing feature in the park.  The grading of this central 
community gathering area will generate 6,900 cubic yards of material which will be placed onsite in the northwest 
corner of the park to create a play sled hill.  Similarly to Phase 1, this subsequent phase of park development relies 
on balancing the excavated materials and placement of fill material onsite.  This way, the export and import of 
material is significantly reduced, resulting in tangible environmental and cost benefits.

An expanded parking lot is desired, adding twenty new parking stalls with a drop-off/pickup zone.  At this time, 
the parking lot expansion is anticipated to occur in subsequent phases.  However, the parking lot expansion area 
subgrade may be established in Phase 1 if the contractor is allowed to stage equipment and materials south of the 
existing parking lot.

The stormwater drainage features for flow control and water quality treatments discussed previously will be provided 
in Phase 1 construction. Subsequent phases of park improvements will then add catch basins, area drains, and pipe 
connecting into the regional stormwater system constructed during Phase 1.  

Finally, a labyrinth will be added in the southwestern corner of the park.  Grading and new hard surfaces will be 
limited in this corner of the site which will drain off site to the southwest.  No additional flow control and water quality 
treatment facilities are anticipated for the subsequent phasing.  New walking paths will be surfaced with porous 
pavement.

The total probable construction cost of the subsequent phases improvements is $2.4 million.  The following figure 
and table illustrate the breakdown of the probable construction cost.  A detailed cost  breakdown per discipline can 
be found in Appendices 2, 3, and 4. 
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Park Master Plan August 22, 2019
Concept Design 2180804.10
Cost Estimate - SUBSEQUENT PHASING

Scope Fee

Civil - Site Improvements
Site Preparation  $236,933.00 
Erosion Control  $87,000.00 
Storm Drainage Systems  $30,370.00 
Paving and Surfacing / Traffic Control  $429,530.00 
Water Systems  $6,460.00 
Sanitary Sewer Systems  $37,764.00 
Miscellaneous - Walls  $98,214.00 

Subtotal  $926,271.00 

Landscape Architecture - Site Improvements
Planting  $124,309.00 
Irrigation  $204,880.00 

Site Amenities  $391,250.00 
Playground  $307,690.00 
Synthetic Turf Surfacing  $- 
Fencing - Black Vinyl Coated  $1,200.00 

Subtotal  $1,029,329.00 

Electrical - Site Improvements
Parking Lot  Lights  $50,000.00 

Subtotal  $50,000.00 

Subtotal Site Work
 
$2,005,600.00 

Design & Estimating Contingency 10%  $200,560.00 
Subtotal  $2,206,160.00 

General Conditions 6%  $132,369.60 
Subtotal Construction  $2,338,529.60 

Insurance, Bond, Tax 2%  $46,770.59 

Total Probable Construction Cost
 
$2,385,300.19 
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DRAFT

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

Project: 132nd Square Park Retrofit Facility Project

Subject: Transportation and Parking Assessment

Date: June 3, 2019

Authors: Jennifer Barnes, P.E.
Marni Heffron, P.E., P.T.O.E.

1. Introduction

This memorandum presents assessment of the potential transportation and parking impacts of planned facil-
ity improvement options at 132nd Square Park, located at the southwest corner of the NE 132nd Street/132nd

Avenue NE intersection.

2. Project Description

The existing park has three fields (two little league softball fields and one soccer field), a picnic area 
(with two sheltered tables and two unsheltered tables), a play equipment area, trails with benches and oth-
er amenities throughout the park, restrooms, and a 60-space surface parking lot accessed from a single 
driveway on NE 132nd Street. The location of the park is shown on Figure 1.

The City of Kirkland (City) is designing a project to better manage stormwater in the Totem Lake/Juanita 
Creek basin. Heavy rains and snowmelt can overwhelm the Totem Lake and Juanita Basin drainage sys-
tem, resulting sometimes in flooded streets, sidewalks, and homes. The 132nd Square stormwater project 
aims to reduce the amount of stormwater that flows into Totem Lake, and to filter out many of the pollu-
tants that drain with it. The stormwater project will require at least one of three ballfields in the park to be 
dug up during construction, which provides an opportunity to provide improvements to the fields in con-
junction with their restoration. To ensure that park investments are compatible with the community's vi-
sion and the City's goals for the park, Kirkland's leaders are engaging the community in a master plan 
process.1

Three concept options have been developed for the park improvements. With all options, the two south 
fields would be lighted, upgraded with multi-use synthetic turf, and striped for use by little league, adult 
soccer, youth soccer, and lacrosse; the north field would remain unlighted with natural turf. These im-
provements would allow year-round use of the fields, as the new turf would accommodate wet conditions,
and lighting would allow them to be used later into the evening, particularly during the fall through spring 
months that have more limited daylight.

1 City of Kirkland, 132nd Square Park Master Plan and Stormwater Retrofit,
www.kirklandwa.gov/depart/Public_Works/Construction_Projects/132nd_Square_Park_Master_Plan_and_Stormwater_Retr
ofit.htm. Accessed May 2019.
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In addition to the field upgrades described above, the concept options have the following other elements 
that vary among them.

Option 1, shown on Figure 2, would retain the existing 60-space parking lot with no parking capacity 
changes. The existing restroom would remain, and a new storage building would be added. Both the 
picnic area and play area would be expanded, and excess fill from the stormwater project would be 
placed in the northwest corner to create a play/sledding hill. Trees would be replaced along the west
and south sides of the park to create an urban forest.

Option 2, shown on Figure 3, would expand the parking lot to the south, adding 20 parking spaces 
(for a total of 80) and a passenger pick-up/drop-off area. A new restroom and storage building would 
be added. The picnic area would be expanded, and excess fill from the stormwater project would be 
placed in the northwest corner to create a play/sledding hill. The play area would remain the same as 
existing.

Option 3, shown on Figure 4, would expand the parking lot to the south and west, adding 70 parking 
spaces (for a total of 130) and a passenger pick-up/drop-off area. A new restroom would be added. 
The picnic and play areas would also be expanded.

The transportation and parking effects of the project are primarily related to additional activities that 
could be enabled by improvements to the existing fields, which would be the same for all options. The 
effect of expansion of the picnic area and/or play area that would occur to varying degrees with each of 
the options will also be discussed in this memorandum.
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3. Existing Transportation System

3.1. Street System

The following key roadways are located in the vicinity of the park.

NE 132nd Street is an east-west street that is adjacent to the north side of 132nd Square Park. To the west of 
132nd Avenue NE it is a Principal Arterial with a speed limit of 35 miles per hour (mph). To the east, it is a 
local access street with a speed limit of 25 mph. It has one travel lane in each direction and curb, gutter, and 
sidewalk on each side. The street has a painted bike lane in each direction to the west of 132nd Avenue NE; 
the City is currently studying improvements that would extend the bike lanes to the east.2 Parking is prohib-
ited along both sides.

132nd Avenue NE is a north-south street that is adjacent to the east side of 132nd Square Park. It is a Col-
lector Arterial with speed limit of 35 mph to the south of NE 132nd Street and 25 mph to the north. It has 
one travel lane in each direction and curb, gutter, and sidewalk on each side. Parking is prohibited along 
both sides.

3.2. On-Street Parking

As noted above, there is no on-street parking allowed on either of the arterials adjacent to 132nd Square 
Park. The local access streets in the vicinity generally have adequate width to accommodate on-street 
parking, but due to the limited street grid and large presence of cul-de-sac streets, very little on-street 
parking is directly accessible within a two or three block walking distance from the park.

3.3. Transit

The site is served by King County Metro (Metro) bus routes 236, 244, and 252. Route 236 provides two-
way service between the Kirkland Transit Center, Juanita, Kingsgate and Woodinville; it operates at 30-
minute frequencies on weekdays and 60-minute frequencies on weekends. The other two routes provide 
weekday commuter service (toward Bellevue and Seattle on weekdays between about 5:00 and 9:00 A.M.,
and away from Bellevue and Seattle between about 3:00 and 7:00 P.M.) at about 20- to 30-minute fre-
quencies.

3.4. Non-Motorized Facilities

As described previously, all arterial streets in the site vicinity have sidewalks. Crosswalks with pedestrian 
signals are provided across all legs of the NE 132nd Street/132nd Avenue NE intersection, adjacent to the 
site. Some local access streets serving residential development in the vicinity have sidewalks on one or 
both sides, although some do not. There are pedestrian paths connecting 132nd Square Park and the resi-
dential development on its west and south sides. NE 132nd Street has a painted bike lane in each direction 
to the west of 132nd Avenue NE; the City is currently studying improvements that would extend the bike 
lanes to the east.

2 City of Kirkland, Northeast 132nd Street Improvements, 
www.kirklandwa.gov/depart/Public_Works/Construction_Projects/Northeast_132nd_Street_TC.htm, Accessed May 2019.
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4. Existing Park Activity

Existing park activity was determined by reviewing 2018 and 2019 scheduling data provided by the Kirk-
land Department of Parks and Community Services, and field observations conducted in May 2019. The 
following scheduled activities3 currently occur at 132nd Square Park:

• Kirkland National Little League – March thru June, Monday thru Saturday, 4:30 to 7:00 P.M.,
and daytime on Saturdays when Pee Wee Soccer is not active; August thru October, generally two 
weekday evenings and/or occasional Saturday or Sunday afternoons.

• Pee Wee Soccer – April thru June, September and October, Saturdays from 9:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.

• Fastpitch Softball – two leagues are active March thru July, primarily on Sundays, with some 
weekday and Saturday evening use; one Tuesday evening league is active August thru October.

• Washington Youth Soccer – July thru November, Monday thru Friday, 4:00 to 6:00 P.M.

• The picnic shelter area can be reserved from 9:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. Half day reservations can be 
made from 9:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M., or from 3:00 to 9:00 P.M. It was reserved 59 times in 2018, pri-
marily on Saturdays and Sundays. Peak activity occurred from June thru September, with the area 
reserved for all or half of most weekend days during those months.

Figure 5 summarizes the total number of scheduled events at 132nd Square Park by month, including field 
events and picnic shelter reservations. As shown, the peak level of activity occurs March through June, 
with the highest number of events scheduled in June. Little to no scheduled activity occurs in the park 
from November through February.

3 Based upon data provided for the complete 2018 calendar year; 2019 field schedule information provided by the City as of March
2019, schedule information for the Kirkland National Little League (http://www.kirklandnational.com/home) and Pee Wee Soccer 
(www.kirklandwa.gov/depart/parks/Recreation_and_Services/Recreation_Programs/Youth_Athletics/Pee_Wee_Soccer.htm)   as 
well as field observations conducted in May 2019, indicated similar use for the 2019 calendar year.
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Figure 5. Scheduled Events by Month (2018)

Source: Kirkland Department of Parks and Community Services, compiled by Heffron Transportation, March 2019.

Based on review of the field schedule data and conversations with City staff, it was determined that peak 
weekday use of the field occurs when the field is hosting evening Little League games that would attract 
multiple teams with players, coaches and parents. Peak weekend use occurs on a Saturday when the fields 
are divided into multiple smaller fields to host Pee Wee Soccer games. Observations were conducted by 
Heffron Transportation staff on Wednesday, May 1, 2019, during Kirkland National Little League activi-
ties (which reflects peak weekday activity), and on Saturday, May 4, 2019, during Pee Wee Soccer
(which reflects peak weekend activity). The weather on both days was sunny and warm. The following 
sections described the observed park use—both scheduled and unscheduled— and parking conditions dur-
ing these peak periods. 

4.1. Peak Weekday Evening

The Kirkland National Little League utilizes two fields during its reserved times. Currently, the league 
primarily schedules T-ball (for ages 4 thru 6) and “A” division softball (coach-pitch for ages 5 thru 7) at 
132nd Square Park; in 2019; the fields are very occasionally scheduled for “AAA” (modified coach-pitch 
for ages 7 thru 9) and “Coast” (player-pitch for ages 9 thru 11) division softball games. Although the 
fields are reserved every evening (Monday thru Saturday) during the season, softball games are typically 
scheduled about twice per week, and T-ball is scheduled once per week at the park (on Wednesdays). The 
fields may be used for softball practice during the times when games are not scheduled.

On the evening of the Little League field observation, T-ball was played on the south ballfield from about 
5:00 to 6:00 P.M. Since T-ball is played within a smaller area than a regulation field, there were three sep-
arate groups playing or practicing simultaneously on the same field. An “A” division softball game was 
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played on the north ballfield from about 6:00 to 7:00 P.M., and softball practice occurred on the field dur-
ing the 90 minutes prior to that. Because these divisions are comprised of the league’s youngest players 
(ages 4 thru 7), they generate a high level of (driving age) adult activity. In general, each team had about 
6 to 8 players, with higher numbers of coaches, assistants, umpires, and parents. During the peak parking 
period, about 37 youth players were observed on the two fields with about 40 adults coaching or watch-
ing; at the same time there were about 22 adults and 25 children in the playground area. The soccer field 
was not scheduled, but various small groups played or practiced soccer on the field over the course of the 
evening.

Prior to the start of the Little League activity, the parking lot was 33% full (20 cars parked), and demand 
increased steadily until about 6:30 P.M. Parking demand was at or above the lot’s capacity from just be-
fore 6:00 P.M. until about 6:30 P.M.; during this period, departing vehicles associated with T-ball over-
lapped with arriving vehicles associated with the softball game. After the 58 general spaces were filled, 
parked vehicles were observed in the accessible spaces (without displaying permits) and along the edge of 
the drive aisle. The peak observed demand was 62 parked vehicles; no vehicles were observed to be ille-
gally parked on the adjacent arterials. The softball fields and vehicles associated with them were cleared 
from the park by about 7:15 P.M. At that time, the parking lot was 30% full (18 vehicles parked), all asso-
ciated with passive use of the park including the trails and play areas.

The picnic area, play area, and trails were highly utilized throughout the evening. Parking counts con-
ducted before and after the Little League activities indicated that about one-third of the on-site parking 
demand was generated by activities unrelated to the scheduled field events.

4.2. Peak Saturday

Pee Wee Soccer uses all three fields during its scheduled time. Games take 60 minutes with the first part 
of the hour dedicated to practice. Each Saturday, the 3/4-year-old division has games that start at 9:00 
A.M. and 10:00 A.M., and the 5/6-year-old division has games that start at 11:15 A.M., 12:15 P.M., and 
1:15 P.M. The league uses volunteer coaches and is composed of teams of 10 children. If all scheduled 
teams have a full roster, there can be up to 60 youth players on the fields between 9:00 and 11:00 A.M.,
and up to 40 players between 11:15 A.M. and 2:15 P.M. Similar to the youth softball, the number of adults 
(coaches, volunteers, parents and other observers) is typically higher than the number of players on the 
field. Because new games with different teams begin every hour, there is overlap between the vehicles 
generated by the consecutive games about for about half of the time that Pee Wee Soccer is underway.

On the day of the field observation, the parking lot was full by 9:00 A.M. As demand increased, parked 
vehicles were observed in the accessible stalls (without permits), edges of the parking lot drive aisles, and 
along the south side of NE 132nd Street, blocking the bike lanes. It is likely that some park-generated 
parking demand also occurred on nearby local access streets during this period. The picnic and play areas 
were also highly utilized. It is noted that on the day of the soccer observation there was also an event 
across the street from the park at the Friends of Youth facility, which may have also contributed to park-
ing overspill in the vicinity. However, based upon the observed activity at the fields, play area, and picnic 
area, combined with on-site and on-street parking counts and Heffron Transportation’s experience with 
other field projects, it is estimated that the peak Saturday parking demand is 85 to 95 vehicles, occurring 
during the transition period between consecutive morning games.

4.3. Other Field Events

The other scheduled events at 132nd Square Park would generate lower parking demand than the peak ac-
tivities described above. All three fastpitch softball leagues that utilize the 132nd Square Park fields are 
comprised of high school age players. The teams play regulation softball so only have two teams on a 
field during the period games are scheduled. More players typically arrive per vehicle, and the number of 
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non-player adults (coaches, umpires, parents and other observers) is at a lower ratio than that associated 
with the very young teams. 

The demand generated by Washington Youth Soccer would depend on the division that plays at 132nd

Square Parkthe organization supports recreational and select leagues for players of age 5 through 19. 
However, the two-hour period that is scheduled accommodates one game per evening, so there would not 
be the overlap between consecutive games that was observed during the softball and Pee Wee Soccer 
events. The ratio of driving-age adults to youth players would vary with the ages of the players (with 
more adults and parked vehicles generated by teams with younger players) but would be either compara-
ble to, or lower than, the peak levels described above. 

It should be noted that on some weekday evenings in August and September, softball and soccer games 
are scheduled concurrently on two adjacent fields. It is expected that the level of cumulative parking de-
mand would be similar to or less than the demand generated by the concurrent Tee-ball and “A” division 
softball games.

5. Impacts of Park Improvement Options

The following elements of the conceptual improvement options would generate additional parking de-
mand at 132nd Square Park.

1. Upgrade from natural to synthetic turf on the two south fields would allow field events to be 
scheduled during the wet winter months (November through February).

2. Installation of field lighting would allow field events to be scheduled later into the evening
(currently scheduled field events end at either 6:00 or 7:00 P.M.).

3. Expansion of the picnic shelter area could potentially generate additional parking, if it allows 
reservations for separate groups to be made concurrently (currently, the shelter area can be 
reserved by only one group at a time).

The effects of these activities are described in the following sections.

5.1. Additional Field Events

Peak parking demand at the 132nd Square Park now occurs midday on a Saturday when the fields are di-
vided to support multiple, simultaneous Pee Wee Soccer games, and those games coincide with peak use 
of the passive areas of the park (playground, trails and picnic areas). The next highest parking demand 
occurs on weekday evenings during the overlap between consecutive games on each of the fields. The 
proposed field improvements would not change the types of events that could be scheduled on the fields 
and would not increase the peak parking demand or trips generated by the park. Instead the improvements 
would extend the season in which such activities could occur, or allow them to occur later in the evening. 

As previously illustrated on Figure 5, there is currently little to no activity scheduled from November 
through February. Installation of artificial turf would allow field events to be scheduled during the winter 
months, and installation of field lighting would allow events to be scheduled later into the evening during 
all months of the year. 

Additional softball, soccer, and/or lacrosse games and practices that could occur during winter months 
and in later evening would be played by teams of older youth or adults that would generate parking de-
mand lower than the demand that currently occurs during youth games. Also, extended periods when field 
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use could be scheduled occur during later evening and winter months when there is much less passive use 
of the park. Therefore, the peak parking demand (and related traffic generation) is expected to be lower 
during these periods than during the peak summer season.

Heffron Transportation has an extensive database of historical spectator and participant counts performed 
for youth and adult athletic activities throughout the Puget Sound region. These have been used to esti-
mate trip generation and parking demand for different types of field activities including those that occur at 
lighted fields. Adult recreational soccer matches typically draw between 23 and 30 people (including par-
ticipants, spectators, and referee), and all typically arrive and park their own vehicle. Therefore, each 
game can generate up to 30 parked vehicles. The peak demand occurs in the overlap period between 
games when one team arrives while the other is still on the field. The peak demand associated with use of 
the one proposed turf and lighted field would be 60 vehicles. During seasons when there may still be 
some passive evening use of the fields, the parking demand can be reduced by adding a 30-minute gap 
between the end of one game and the beginning of the next game, which reduces the parking overlap.  

5.2. Expanded Picnic Shelter Area

Some level of expansion of the picnic shelter area has been identified with all three options. This could 
increase parking demand if it allows more than one group at a time to reserve a shelter, as currently only 
one group at a time may reserve the shelter for either a half or full day. While group size can vary, park-
ing demand was estimated assuming a group size of 30 people with an average of two people per vehicle. 
This would generate a peak demand of 15 vehicle. Since the picnic shelter area is most regularly reserved 
during summer weekend days, the cumulative parking demand would be highest on Saturday mornings 
when Pee Wee Soccer is in session. If an improvement option is selected by which parking during the 
peak youth activities would continue to be constrained, the City could consider limiting the picnic shelter 
reservations to one group at a time when it coincides with Pee Wee Soccer. 

5.3. Summary Parking Demand 

Figure 6 summarizes the potential parking demand associated with the parking improvements. The turf 
field and lighting improvements are not expected to increase the peak Saturday and weeknight parking 
during the fair-weather months. However, an additional picnic shelter could add to the peak parking de-
mand if its use allows reservation by two groups concurrently, during periods coincident to those existing 
peak times. The cumulative parking could be reduced during peak times by scheduling a 30-minute gap 
between field events, allowing some of the parking to clear out from the first event before the second 
event starts. 

The turf improvements and lighting would generate parking during the winter season months; however, 
the peak demand would be less than what current occurs during the peak season. 
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Figure 6. Parking Impact of Improvements

Source:  Heffron Transportation, Inc., May 2019. 

5.4. Additional On-Site Parking Supply

As described previously, each of the three concept options would provide different levels of on-site park-
ing; Option 1 would maintain the existing 60-space lot, Option 2 would expand the lot to 80 spaces, and 
Option 3, would expand the lot to 130 spaces. The assessment presented in this memorandum shows that 
the winter and later evening games and practices enabled by the field improvements could be accommo-
dated with the existing parking supply; therefore, any of the three options would provide adequate parking 
to support the additional activities.

However, some activities that currently occur at the fieldswhich are expected to continue with or with-
out the retrofit projectgenerate parking demand that exceeds the existing on-site supply. While the peak 
parking demand would not be increased with the field improvements, the existing peak parking impacts 
would continue with Option 1, which would maintain the existing on-site supply. Option 2, with 20 addi-
tional spaces, would be expected to accommodate most weekday evening parking demand. Parking dur-
ing Saturday morning Pee Wee Soccer may still be constrained with this option during surges that occur 
with the transitions between consecutive games, but it would improve conditions compared to existing. 
With Option 1 or 2, the City could additionally explore leasing spaces in the church parking lot located on 
the northeast corner of NE 132nd Street/132nd Avenue NE during the periods in which parking demand 
regularly exceeds on-site supply. 

It is expected that Option 3, with 70 additional spaces, would accommodate cumulative parking demand 
generated by all park activities. However, during all periods except when Pee Wee Soccer is underway,
the 130 parking spaces provided with the option would constitute over-supply for the demand that is 
typically generated.
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6. Summary and Recommendations

The City is designing a project to better manage stormwater in the Totem Lake/Juanita Creek basin. The 
project will require at least one of three ballfields in the park to be dug up during construction, which pro-
vides an opportunity to provide improvements to the fields in conjunction with their restoration. Three 
concept options have been developed for the park improvements. With all options, the two south fields 
would be lighted, upgraded with multi-use synthetic turf, and striped for use by little league, adult soccer, 
youth soccer, and lacrosse; the north field would remain unlighted with natural turf. These improvements 
would allow year-round use of the fields, as the new turf would accommodate wet conditions and lighting 
would allow them to be used later into the evening. The options would provide varying levels of on-site 
parking and have different combinations of improvements that include expansion of the picnic shelter and 
play areas, new restrooms, storage building, sledding hill, and landscaping.

The types of additional events enabled by the field improvements would generate lower levels of parking 
demand and trip generation than the activities that currently occur at the fields. The Little League and Pee 
Wee Soccer divisions that currently use the fields, with players between 4 and 7 years old, generate higher 
intensity parking demand than other types of field events that can occur. Additional softball, soccer, and/or 
lacrosse games and practices that could occur during winter months and later evening would be played by 
teams of older youth or adults that would generate lower parking demand. These activities could be ac-
commodated with the existing parking supply; therefore, all options would provide adequate parking to 
support the additional field activities. However, with all three options, expansion of the picnic shelter area 
could also increase parking demand if it allows more than one group at a time to reserve a shelter.

Some activities that currently occur on the fieldswhich are expected to continue with or without the 
retrofit projectgenerate parking demand that exceeds the existing on-site supply. The existing peak 
parking impacts would continue with Option 1, which would maintain the existing 60-space on-site sup-
ply. Option 2, with 20 additional spaces, would be expected to accommodate most weekday evening park-
ing demand. Parking during Saturday morning Pee Wee Soccer may still be constrained with this option
during surges that occur with the transitions between consecutive games, but it would improve conditions 
compared to existing. It is expected that Option 3, with 70 additional spaces, would accommodate cumu-
lative parking demand generated by all park activities. However, during all periods except when Pee Wee 
Soccer is underway, the 130 parking spaces provided with this option would constitute over-supply for 
the demand that is typically generated. 

Depending on the improvement option that is chosen, the following mitigation measures are recommend-
ed to reduce parking impacts of the 132nd Square Park Retrofit Facility Project:

• With all options, for the peak weeknight and weekend condition when both fields can be used, a 30-
minute gap be scheduled between the end of one event and the beginning of the following event to 
reduce the amount of parking overlap between consecutive activities. This scheduling gap would not 
be needed during the winter months when only one of the fields could be used.

• With Option 1 or 2, the City could additionally explore leasing spaces in the church parking lot locat-
ed on the northeast corner of NE 132nd Street/132nd Avenue NE during the periods in which parking 
demand regularly exceeds on-site supply.

• If an improvement option is selected by which parking during the peak youth activities would contin-
ue to be constrained, the City could consider limiting the picnic shelter reservations to one group at a 
time during these periods.

JAB/mch
132nd Square Park_Parking Assessment_DRAFT
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TRES WEST ENGINEERS, INC.

MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANTS

TACOMA, WASHINGTON

(253) 472-3300

COST OPINION

Project: Kirkland Square Park Date: 8/8/2019

Job Number: 190604 Ckd.By:

Activity: Design Status of Design: 30% Design Est. By: SJR

SPEC. ITEM DESCRIPTION QUAN. UNIT MATERIAL LABOR MATERIAL+LABOR

SEC. UNIT TOTAL UNIT TOTAL UNIT TOTAL

Mobilization and Permitting 1 LS $10,000

Lighting Fixtures
P2 -25'  Parking Lot Fixtures Double Head 5 EA $5,000.00 $25,000 $1,500.00 $7,500 $32,500
F1 - Musco Field Lights 4 EA $40,000 $160,000 $10,000 $40,000 $200,000

Power Infrastructure
400amp Panel 1 EA $5,500 $5,500 $1,200 $1,200 $6,700
600' 4" Conduit with 500kcmil conductors 800 LF $22 $17,600 $20 $16,000 $33,600
1500' 1" Conduit with #10 conductors 1500 LF $8 $11,730 $6 $8,280 $20,010
Coordinating With Local Utility For New Service $5,000

   Subtotal: $307,810

OH/Profit Rate: 15.00%    OH/Profit: $46,172

   Grand Total: $353,982

8/8/2019 10:10 AM Page 1 of 1 Cost Opinion (SD) - 190807.xlsx - Kirkland
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132nd SQ - Phase 1

Opinion of Probable Cost
ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT COST

  PRICE

SITE PREPARATION
10.0010 Demolish Pavement and Dispose Off-Site 1075 SY 8.00 $8,600.00

Miscellaneous Demo 1.00 LS 3,000.00 $3,000.00
10.0050 Clearing and Grubbing 3.2 AC 5,000.00 $16,000.00
10.0060 Onsite Cut to fill 3450 CY 11.00 $37,950.00
10.0061 Stormwater retrofit Cut to fill 4050 CY 11.00 $44,550.00
10.0065 Import Structural Fill 383 CY 30.00 $11,490.00
10.0100 Demolish Catch Basin, Area Drains and Manholes 3 EA 500.00 $1,500.00
10.0120 Demolish Existing Utilities, including disposal 260 LF 7.00 $1,820.00
10.0160 Demolish Fence (Chain Link) 380 LF 4.00 $1,520.00
10.0180 Tree Removal 13 EA 600.00 $7,800.00

10.0230 Fine Grade and Proofroll Building Pad & Hardscape 11540 SY 2.50 $28,850.00

10.0250 Fine Grade Landscape Areas 2220 SY 1.50 $3,330.00

SUBTOTAL SEC. 010 $166,410.00
EROSION CONTROL
20.0200 Erosion and Sediment Control Estimate 3.2 AC 15,000.00 $48,000.00
20.0300 Compliance with NPDES and Maintenance 1 LS 15,000.00 $15,000.00

SUBTOTAL SEC. 30.00 $63,000.00
STORM DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
30.0310 CPEP 8" Diameter 1190 LF 35.00 $41,650.00
30.0340 CPEP 18" Diameter 164 LF 55.00 $9,020.00
30.0450 Type 1 Catch basin 19 EA 1,500.00 $28,500.00
30.0460 Type II Catch basin, 48" Up to 8' Deep 3 EA 3,500.00 $10,500.00
30.0510 Storm Control Manhole 54" Up to 8' Deep 1 EA 7,500.00 $7,500.00
30.0670 Connect to Existing Storm 1 EA 1,700.00 $1,700.00

30.0715 Flow Control Chambers - Porous Stone 23500 CF 7.00 $164,500.00

5.00 $263,370.00

NO. UNITS

2180804.00
PROJECT NUMBERMaster Plan

Filename: 20190807 Civil Cost Est (PH1) 8/22/2019 12:49 PM Page 1 of 2
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132nd SQ - Phase 1

Opinion of Probable Cost
ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT COST

  PRICE
NO. UNITS

2180804.00
PROJECT NUMBERMaster Plan

PAVING & SURFACING
40.0010 Std Duty Asphalt Conc. HMA Class 1/2 (3") 22 TON 100.00 $2,200.00

40.0020 Std Duty Crushed Surfacing Coarse (4") 28 TON 30.00 $840.00

40.0090 Cement Concrete Walk 875 SY 60.00 $52,500.00
40.0176 ADA Ramp (Exluding Handrails and Walls) 210 SY 150.00 $31,500.00

SUBTOTAL SEC. 40.00 $87,040.00
MISCELLANEOUS
100.0080 Mobilization (5% of Onsite Total) 1 LS 37,131.00 $37,131.00
100.0231 Walls For ADA Ramp 675 SF 30.00 $20,250.00
100.0232 Stairs 78 LF Ns 100.00 $7,800.00
100.0233 Prefabricated Storage Shed 1 LS

100.0234 Survey (Three Man Crew 8 hr/day) 2 Days 2075 $4,150.00
100.0236 Cast in Place Wall 12" wide, 8, 9, 10, 11 ft wall 3265 SF 40.00 $130,600.00

SUBTOTAL SEC. 100.00 $199,931.00

SECTION TOTALS $779,751.00

Filename: 20190807 Civil Cost Est (PH1) 8/22/2019 12:49 PM Page 2 of 2
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132nd Square Park  - Phase 1 
Master Plan

2180804.00
Project Number

 Opinion of Probable Cost

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE COST

PLANTING
Deciduous Trees (2" caliper) -               EA 450.00$             -$                           
Evergreen Trees (6' ht. min) -               EA 350.00$             -$                           
Shrub and Groundcover - Perimeter -               SF 3.75$                  -$                           
Shrub and Groundcover - Interior -               SF 4.00$                  -$                           
Lawn (Hydroseed) 35,505         SF 0.25$                  8,876$                        
Mulch 3" depth -               CY 42.00$               -$                           
Soil Prep (6" average Depth) 219              CY 40.00$               8,767$                        
Steel landscape edging -               LF 11.00$               -$                           

SUBTOTAL 17,643$                      

IRRIGATION
Controller 1                  EA 5,000.00$          5,000$                        
Irrigation for Shub, Groundcover and lawn area 35,505         SF 1.25$                  44,381$                      
Backflow Prevention Device 1                  EA 3,500.00$          3,500$                        
Pump and Enclosure, Allowance -               LS 30,000.00$        -$                           

SUBTOTAL 52,881$                      

SITE AMENITIES
Benches for players 4                  EA 2,500.00$          10,000$                      
Bleachers 4                  EA 5,000.00$          20,000$                      
Park Benches -               EA 2,500.00$          -$                           
Picnic Shelters - 2, Allowance -               LS 10,000.00$        -$                           
Shed - 1, Allowance 1                  LS 80,000.00$        80,000$                      
Guardrails, Steel, Galvanized 232 LF 150.00$             34,800$                      
Handrails, Steel, Galvanized 950              LF 100.00$             95,000$                      
Boulders -               EA 150.00$             -$                           
Drinking Fountain 1                  EA 10,000.00$        10,000$                      
Litter and Recycling Receptacles 6                  EA 3,000.00$          18,000$                      
Restroom, Prefab, Allowance -               LS 270,000.00$      -$                           
Reflexology, Relocation, Allowance -               LS 10,000.00$        -$                           
Labryrinth, Allowance -               LS 20,000.00$        -$                           

SUBTOTAL 267,800$                    

PLAYGROUND
Poured in place safety surfacing, with crushed rock base and 
under drains -               SF 30.00$               -$                           
Play equipment, Allowance -               LS 80,000.00$        -$                           
Embankment Slide, Allowance -               LS 20,000.00$        -$                           

SUBTOTAL

SYNTHETIC TURF SURFACING
Under drainage (4" perf lines, in pea gravel, 15' OC) 86,404         SF 1.20$                  103,685$                    
Mirafi 86,404         SF 0.15$                  12,961$                      
6" Base Course 86,404         SF 2.00$                  172,808$                    
2" Top Course 86,404         SF 1.00$                  86,404$                      
Wash Water System, qcv 6                  EA 3,000.00$          18,000$                      

Synthetic Turf with Athletic Lines (with crumb rubber infill) 86,404         SF 6.25$                  540,025$                    
Fall attenuation layer 86,404         SF -$                   -$                           
6"x12" Reinforced Perimeter Curb w/ Turf Anchors 1,214           LF 40.00$               48,560$                      

SUBTOTAL 982,442$                    

NO. UNITS
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FENCING - BLACK VINYL

Backstop - 20'-0" 164              LF 90.00$               14,760$                      
Field Fencing - 12'-0" 166              LF 50.00$               8,300$                        
Field Fencing - 6'-0" 886              LF 40.00$               35,440$                      
Gate - 6'-0", 4'-0" wide 4                  EA 600.00$             2,400$                        
Gate - 6'-0", 10'-0" wide, double swing 2                  EA 2,500.00$          5,000$                        

SUBTOTAL 65,900$                      

GRAND 
TOTAL 1,386,667$                 
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APPENDIX 4  -   LANDSCAPE COST ESTIMATES68

132nd Square Park  - Subsequent Phases
Master Plan

2180804.00
Project Number

 Opinion of Probable Cost

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE COST

PLANTING
Deciduous Trees (2" caliper) 26                EA 450.00$             11,700$               
Evergreen Trees (6' ht. min) 69                EA 350.00$             24,150$               
Shrub and Groundcover - Perimeter 3,377           SF 3.75$                  12,664$               
Shrub and Groundcover - Interior 3,521           SF 4.00$                  14,084$               
Lawn (Hydroseed) 133,006       SF 0.25$                  33,252$               
Mulch 3" depth 64                CY 42.00$               2,683$                 
Soil Prep (6" average Depth) 644              CY 40.00$               25,778$               
Steel landscape edging -               LF 11.00$               -$                    

SUBTOTAL 124,310$            

IRRIGATION
Controller -               EA 5,000.00$          -$                    
Irrigation for Shub, Groundcover and lawn area 139,904       SF 1.25$                  174,880$            
Backflow Prevention Device -               EA 3,500.00$          -$                    
Pump and Enclosure, Allowance 1                  LS 30,000.00$        30,000$               

SUBTOTAL 204,880$            

SITE AMENITIES
Benches for players -               EA 2,500.00$          -$                    
Bleachers -               EA 5,000.00$          -$                    
Park Benches 8                  EA 2,500.00$          20,000$               
Picnic Shelters - 2, Allowance 2                  LS 10,000.00$        20,000$               
Shed - 1, Allowance -               LS 80,000.00$        -$                    
Guardrails, Steel, Galvanized 145              LF 150.00$             21,750$               
Handrails, Steel, Galvanized -               LF 100.00$             -$                    
Boulders 50                EA 150.00$             7,500$                 
Drinking Fountain 1                  EA 10,000.00$        10,000$               
Litter and Recycling Receptacles 4                  EA 3,000.00$          12,000$               
Restroom, Prefab, Allowance 1                  LS 270,000.00$      270,000$            
Reflexology, Relocation, Allowance 1                  LS 10,000.00$        10,000$               
Labryrinth, Allowance 1                  LS 20,000.00$        20,000$               

SUBTOTAL 391,250$            

PLAYGROUND
Poured in place safety surfacing, with crushed rock base and 
under drains 6,923           SF 30.00$               207,690$            
Play equipment, Allowance 1                  LS 80,000.00$        80,000$               
Embankment Slide, Allowance 1                  LS 20,000.00$        20,000$               

SUBTOTAL 307,690$            

NO. UNITS
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SYNTHETIC TURF SURFACING

Under drainage (4" perf lines, in pea gravel, 15' OC) -               SF 1.20$                  -$                    
Mirafi -               SF 0.15$                  -$                    
6" Base Course -               SF 2.00$                  -$                    
2" Top Course -               SF 1.00$                  -$                    
Wash Water System, qcv -               EA 3,000.00$          -$                    

Synthetic Turf with Athletic Lines (with crumb rubber infill) -               SF 6.25$                  -$                    
Fall attenuation layer -               SF -$                   -$                    
6"x12" Reinforced Perimeter Curb w/ Turf Anchors -               LF 40.00$               -$                    

SUBTOTAL

FENCING - BLACK VINYL
Backstop - 20'-0" -               LF 90.00$               -$                    
Field Fencing - 12'-0" -               LF 50.00$               -$                    
Field Fencing - 6'-0" -               LF 40.00$               -$                    
Gate - 6'-0", 4'-0" wide 2                  EA 600.00$             1,200$                 
Gate - 6'-0", 10'-0" wide, double swing -               EA 2,500.00$          -$                    

SUBTOTAL 1,200$                 

GRAND 
TOTAL 1,029,330$         
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8.33% 4

6.25% 3

14.58% 7

52.08% 25

77.08% 37

39.58% 19

31.25% 15

35.42% 17

27.08% 13

Q1 How do you currently use the park? You may select more than one.

Answered: 48 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 48  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Running and motor skills development with toddlers 6/12/2019 4:56 PM

2 enjoying nature and quiet 6/5/2019 9:45 PM

Baseball

Softball

Soccer

Playground

Walking

Picnics

Sledding

Open play,

like frisbee...

Other (please

specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Baseball

Softball

Soccer

Playground

Walking

Picnics

Sledding

Open play, like frisbee, volleyball, or badminton

Other (please specify)

1 / 16

132nd Square Park Improvements
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3 golf frisbie 5/16/2019 2:19 PM

4 Pokemon go (many community events / days) 5/16/2019 2:18 PM

5 Swings 5/16/2019 2:10 PM

6 dog walking 5/16/2019 2:08 PM

7 dog play 5/16/2019 2:07 PM

8 I live on the park 5/16/2019 2:05 PM

9 dog play 5/16/2019 2:04 PM

10 dog walking 5/16/2019 1:59 PM

11 none 5/16/2019 1:57 PM

12 Star, moon viewing 5/9/2019 5:19 PM

13 Not much 5/9/2019 4:09 PM

2 / 16
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28.89% 13

28.89% 13

8.89% 4

15.56% 7

17.78% 8

26.67% 12

51.11% 23

6.67% 3

33.33% 15

37.78% 17

Q2 What additional features would you like included as part of the park?
You may select more than one.

Answered: 45 Skipped: 3

More parking

Expanded

playground

Active play

equipment, l...

Fences

Lighting

Improved

drainage

Tree care and

maintenance

Improved

accessibility

Better

restrooms

Other (please

specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

More parking

Expanded playground

Active play equipment, like a ping pong table or disc golf

Fences

Lighting

Improved drainage

Tree care and maintenance

Improved accessibility

Better restrooms

Other (please specify)

3 / 16
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Total Respondents: 45  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Yellow jacket control in the summer 6/10/2019 3:51 PM

2 NO lighting! Dusk is late enough during the summer for noise and light. 6/5/2019 9:45 PM

3 Would like another picnic shelter. 5/28/2019 4:30 PM

4 fences especially around playground 5/16/2019 2:14 PM

5 pickleball courts (2) 5/16/2019 2:12 PM

6 off leash area for dogs 5/16/2019 2:10 PM

7 dog off leash area would be great 5/16/2019 2:07 PM

8 water fountain that works all year. dog water fountain 5/16/2019 2:04 PM

9 More natural landscape. No organized sports fields 5/16/2019 2:02 PM

10 Off leash dog park 5/16/2019 2:00 PM

11 Better biking/nonmotorized path 5/15/2019 9:36 PM

12 Barbeque stands, water and sinks and power for picnics. 5/9/2019 5:19 PM

13 Off leash dog area 5/9/2019 4:09 PM

14 walking paths 5/8/2019 3:17 PM

15 Leave it alone 5/7/2019 4:07 PM

16 I think the park is great as it is 5/7/2019 8:37 AM

17 Water Park!! 4/27/2019 12:32 PM

4 / 16
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89.58% 43

16.67% 8

31.25% 15

4.17% 2

Q3 How do you get to the park?

Answered: 48 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 48  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Bus 6/12/2019 1:09 AM

2 the park is my back yard 5/16/2019 2:05 PM

Walk

Bike

Drive

Other (please

specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Walk

Bike

Drive

Other (please specify)

5 / 16
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15.15% 5

9.09% 3

21.21% 7

3.03% 1

51.52% 17

Q4 The City is installing artificial turf and field lighting on the fields. To
me, the most important consideration in adding synthetic turf and field

lighting is...

Answered: 33 Skipped: 15

TOTAL 33

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 We like the nature space with actual grass and NO LIGHTING! 6/5/2019 9:45 PM

2 I definitely do not think lighting is necessary. It is a waste of money. There does not seem to be a

demand for it.

5/28/2019 4:30 PM

3 Safety, increased use of fields, lighting limits, lighting effects equally 5/16/2019 2:15 PM

4 Safety and increased use of the fields equally 5/16/2019 2:12 PM

5 Parking and increased use of the fields equally 5/16/2019 2:10 PM

6 Safety and increased use of the fields equally 5/16/2019 2:09 PM

7 All 5/16/2019 2:08 PM

8 Field access should be for neighbors also 5/16/2019 2:05 PM

9 All 5/16/2019 2:04 PM

10 DO NOT DO IT 5/16/2019 2:02 PM

Safety

Parking

Increased use

of the fields

Lighting limits

Lighting

effects for...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Safety

Parking

Increased use of the fields

Lighting limits

Lighting effects for neighbors

6 / 16
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11 Would prefer to keep all the grass and lighting is not needed 5/16/2019 2:00 PM

12 Field becoming available for spontaneous use 5/16/2019 1:59 PM

13 All 5/16/2019 1:57 PM

14 Most important is no lights, NO LIGHTS AND NO LIGHTS. 5/9/2019 5:19 PM

15 this is a bad idea to make a small community park into city wide park being used till late in the

night. Infrastructure cannot handle the unmitigated growth the council keeps pushing. I'd rather the

city pay kamaikin jhs to upgrade their facilities and let them take this on as they already have the

land and parking to deal with lighting.

5/8/2019 8:36 AM

16 actual cost and too much non-neighborhood usage 5/7/2019 11:51 AM

17 I think adding synthetic turf and lighting is unnecessary as there are already plenty of playfields

around the eastside for organized sports. The lights are going to have an intrusive impact on the

neighbors who live around this local park.

5/7/2019 8:37 AM

18 decreased spontaneous use by the neighborhood residnets 5/6/2019 11:54 PM

19 No to lighting, it will bring too many people too late, adverse effect to neighbors bordering park.

Another concern is street parking that block resident sight line to enter traffic.

5/5/2019 1:06 PM

20 Lighting limits as well.. 5/4/2019 8:23 PM

21 Please, no lights. Keep it neighborly! 5/2/2019 4:25 PM

7 / 16
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Q5 Any additional comments, concerns, or questions you'd like to share
for this project? Please provide a specific location if relevant.

Answered: 28 Skipped: 20

# RESPONSES DATE

1 My daughter is autistic and this is our closest park. I think having gate closed fencing around the

playground section would be very beneficial to provide a safe environment for young children to

explore while using playground. At minimum, the peripheral park fencing along busy roads should

have complete fencing.

6/12/2019 4:56 PM

2 people park in the bike path on 132nd ave--it's dangerous! 6/10/2019 2:23 PM

3 N/a 6/10/2019 1:54 PM

4 We moved near the park for the open space and don't want it taken over for the sports team

minority. We don't want the glaring lights and noisy crowds at night. If the drainage is changed it

could impact our property.

6/5/2019 9:45 PM

5 I do not think there is a demand for lighting in the park. I realize the city is trying to make this a

regional park but it is not a regional park. City should look else where to increase revenue. Also,

parking and noise would be a problem for the neighborhood. The park is not used currently until

dark. Alot of noise late at night (after 9 pm) in summer will affect neighbors with windows open

trying to sleep. Not everyone has airconditioning.

5/28/2019 4:30 PM

6 already signed up on website 5/16/2019 2:17 PM

7 keep as natural and under developed as possible. we are losing under developed / neighborhood

parks. the best canvas for a community vs neighborhood is a blank one.

5/16/2019 2:15 PM

8 parking is already congested people parking on the street reduces visibility while exiting lot.

fencing is good for inclusivity for kids with disabilities tend to run away especially towards traffic. I

love the idea that fencing is being considered. Pro turf fields to have year round fields to play in

5/16/2019 2:14 PM

9 Please do not put in artificial turf. it would require a higher cost to install than mowing grass.

fenced parks would exclude freey play on the big field

5/16/2019 2:04 PM

10 none 5/16/2019 2:02 PM

11 none 5/16/2019 2:00 PM

12 Please include a question about the choice of artificial vs natural turf 5/16/2019 1:59 PM

13 none 5/16/2019 1:57 PM

14 Im concerned that over-scheduling the playing field will render it difficult to accommodate pick-up

games (unscheduled play)

5/9/2019 5:07 PM

15 Non use of park during construction 5/9/2019 4:37 PM

16 None 5/9/2019 4:09 PM

17 this is a bad idea. more traffic the roads cant handle. upgrade the park but do not put in lights. this

will automatically limit the biggest concern of us who live nearby. late night use and noise and

additional traffic.

5/8/2019 8:36 AM

18 We love this park in being an open-play space for anyone and everyone to use. 5/7/2019 4:07 PM

19 It’s disappointing that the city could not improve this park so the neighborhood took on the project.

Now that it’s decent, the City plans to remove a wonderful natural area for more concrete/turf.

Once that grass is gone, it’s gone forever. I am saddened to raise our children in a place that

doesn’t value nature.

5/7/2019 12:43 PM

20 This was a neighborhood park and The City is now using it to better suit them and the ballplayers

throught the City. Just build a park elsewhere and stop taking away our neighborhood by force.

5/7/2019 11:51 AM

21 "Don't it always seem to go that you don't know what you've got 'til it's gone? They paved paradise

[or installed artificial turf] put up a parking lot"--Joni Mitchell

5/7/2019 8:37 AM

8 / 16
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22 concerned the artificial turf will exclude many uses and users. This is the only park for neighbors

within about a mile radius. Natural turf with better drainage would be may preferred replacement. I

do not want to see the fields be scheduled so much that the neighborhood loses access.

5/6/2019 11:54 PM

23 Living next to the park I wonder about disruptions & inconvenience during construction. And

traffic/parking & proposed lighting when complete. Parking along NE 132nd street on Saturday

mornings right now causes a safety issue getting out of our street 130th Lane NE. There should not

be parking allowed on NE 132nd street but then where does everyone park?

5/6/2019 8:14 AM

24 See above about lighting & parking concern 5/5/2019 1:06 PM

25 We live next to the park and have concerns about environmental impact of stormwater collecting

and processing in close proximity to our homes.

5/4/2019 8:40 PM

26 Concerned about Noise and Crime. Our neighborhood shares the fence along the entrance of the

park. Park lighting and entrance needs to have time limits. Major concern about the effect of value

of our properties with these major changes. The people that currently use the park helped to

rebuild the park a number of years ago so they have an ownership in their park. At this time there

is not enough parking currently without making the suggested changes. When the overflow parking

is on the street there is no way to see if a car is approaching from the West. Not safe! Changes

are good but we need to be considerate of all of the neighbors who butt up against the park.

5/4/2019 8:23 PM

27 Please keep this park an asset to the citizens, not the City! No lights. 5/2/2019 4:25 PM

28 With the expansion of the kingsgate area, this is the only park in the area, so why not make it a

showcase park. The synthetic fields will add valued play year round. With the advancements in

LED lighting, lights will bring an added value to the park and reduce the ambient light lost to the

neighbors. This park would greatly benefit if it had a splash pad and water features. Fall all the

cottonwood trees which will reduce maintenance costs. Thank you for the consideration.

4/27/2019 12:32 PM

9 / 16
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100.00% 48

100.00% 48

83.33% 40

12.50% 6

89.58% 43

95.83% 46

Q6 Provide your contact information below to receive project updates.

Answered: 48 Skipped: 0

# FIRST NAME DATE

1 Lisa 6/12/2019 4:56 PM

2 Robert 6/12/2019 1:09 AM

3 Carolyn 6/10/2019 9:03 PM

4 Tom 6/10/2019 3:51 PM

5 laura 6/10/2019 2:23 PM

6 Laura 6/10/2019 1:54 PM

7 Rebecca 6/5/2019 9:45 PM

8 WILLIAM 5/28/2019 4:30 PM

9 Kent 5/16/2019 2:19 PM

10 na 5/16/2019 2:18 PM

11 na 5/16/2019 2:17 PM

12 Bill 5/16/2019 2:16 PM

13 David 5/16/2019 2:15 PM

14 na 5/16/2019 2:14 PM

15 Brad 5/16/2019 2:12 PM

16 na 5/16/2019 2:10 PM

17 na 5/16/2019 2:10 PM

18 Karthik 5/16/2019 2:09 PM

19 Brad 5/16/2019 2:08 PM

20 Steven 5/16/2019 2:07 PM

21 na 5/16/2019 2:06 PM

22 Marino 5/16/2019 2:05 PM

23 Lile 5/16/2019 2:04 PM

24 Rick 5/16/2019 2:02 PM

25 Mike 5/16/2019 2:00 PM

26 Johanna 5/16/2019 1:59 PM

27 Suzanne 5/16/2019 1:57 PM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

First Name

Last Name

Street Address

Apt/Suite/Office

City

Email Address
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8/22/2019 132nd Square Park Improvements - Responses | SurveyMonkey

https://www.surveymonkey.com/results/SM-HV9F75S87/ 1/5

132nd Square Park Improvements Results

  QUESTION SUMMARIES DATA TRENDS INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES

Q1 w

20.00% 3

33.33% 5

33.33% 5

13.33% 2

Please review the three concepts and vote on which one
appeals most to you.
Answered: 15 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 15

Option 1 –
Wandering...

Option 2 –
Play Forest

Option 3 –
Boulevard...

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Option 1 – Wandering Woodlands

Option 2 – Play Forest

Option 3 – Boulevard Stroll

ResponsesOther (please specify)

Don't include Disc Golf which won't be used and takes up too much space, no need to expand
parking, remodel restrooms and put $$ towards improving what's already there (Fields,
playground, seating, picnic area...)

8/14/2019 8:22 PM

Option 1 - plus synthetic ball field instead of natural grass

7/3/2019 7:49 PM

All Pages –

15 responses  Share Link       https://www.surveymonkey.com/res TweetCOPY Share Share REQUEST ACCESS

÷ w
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8/22/2019 132nd Square Park Improvements - Responses | SurveyMonkey

https://www.surveymonkey.com/results/SM-HV9F75S87/ 2/5

Q2 w

Please review the above included park amenities and vote
on which design approach you prefer for each amenity.
Answered: 15 Skipped: 0

Parking

Restroom

Sledding Hill

Picnic Shelters

Expanded Play
Area

Urban Forest
Concept

Storage
Building

Disc Golf

15 responses  Share Link       https://www.surveymonkey.com/res TweetCOPY Share Share REQUEST ACCESS

÷ w
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8/22/2019 132nd Square Park Improvements - Responses | SurveyMonkey

https://www.surveymonkey.com/results/SM-HV9F75S87/ 3/5

Q3 w

33.33%
5

33.33%
5

33.33%
5
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26.67%
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46.67%
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2.00

35.71%
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21.43%
3
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1.86

35.71%
5

42.86%
6

21.43%
3

 
14

 
1.86

50.00%
7

21.43%
3

28.57%
4

 
14

 
1.79

41.67%
5

50.00%
6

8.33%
1

 
12

 
1.67

Option 1 – Wandering Woodlands Option 2 – Play Forest

Option 3 – Boulevard Stroll
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KIRKLAND PARK BOARD 

Minutes of Regular Meeting 

June 12, 2019 

 
1. CALL TO ORDER 
 
The June 12, 2019, Park Board Regular meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m. by Chair 
Rosalie Wessels. 
 
2. ROLL CALL 
 
Members Present: Chair Rosalie Wessels, Vice Chair Susan Baird-Joshi, Heather McKnight, 
Richard Chung, Mike Holland, Amanda Judd, Uzma Butte 
 
Members Absent: Daniel Triplett 
 
Staff Present: John Lloyd, Linda Murphy, Jason Filan 
 
Recording Secretary: Heather Lantz-Brazil 
 
3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
 
The May 8, 2019 meeting minutes were presented. Ms. Baird-Joshi suggested amending Section 
3. Approval of Minutes to read “…Ms. Wessels amended the vote count…”. Ms. McKnight moved 
to approve the minutes as amended. Seconded by Ms. Judd. Motion carried (7-0). 
 
4. ITEMS FROM THE AUDIENCE 
 
France Giddings 
 
5. BUSINESS ITEMS 
 
a. Brink Park Shoreline Renovation Update 
 
Peter Hummel, Principal Landscape Architect at Anchor QEA presented the preliminary 
schematic design completed to date regarding the David Brink Park Shoreline Renovation. Mr. 
Hummel and Staff answered questions from the Board. 
 
b. Park Board Park & Park Facility Naming Procedures 
 
The Board discussed interest in defining park and park facility naming procedures. Ideas for 
proposed procedures will be discussed at future meetings. 
 
6. COMMUNICATIONS 
 
a. Correspondence 
 
b. Department Monthly Report 
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Kirkland Park Board Minutes 
June 12, 2019 

Page 2 
 
 
c. Staff Updates and Information 
 
d. Park Board member reports 
 
Ms. Butte – Nothing to report. 
 
Ms. Judd – Attended Moss Bay, Finn Hill neighborhood meetings. 
 
Mr. Holland – Attended Everest neighborhood meeting. 
 
Mr. Chung – Discussed work completed at Peter Kirk Park. 
 
Ms. McKnight – Attended Central Houghton neighborhood meeting. 
 
Ms. Baird-Joshi – Attended South Rose Hill / Bridle Trails neighborhood meeting. 
 
Ms. Wessels – Planning to attend 132nd Square Park Master Plan discussion at Evergreen Hill 
meeting. 
 
e. Comments from the Chair 
 
7. GOOD OF THE ORDER 
 
8. ADJOURNMENT 
 
Ms. Butte moved to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by Ms. Judd. Motion carried (7-0). The 
meeting was adjourned at 8:58 p.m. 
 
 
 
________________________________   _____________________________ 

Lynn Zwaagstra, Director  Rosalie Wessels, Chair 

Parks and Community Services  Park Board 
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KIRKLAND PARK BOARD 

Minutes of Regular Meeting 

July 10, 2019 

 
1. CALL TO ORDER 
 
The July 10, 2019, Park Board Regular meeting was called to order at 6:30 p.m. by Vice Chair 
Susan Baird-Joshi. 
 
2. ROLL CALL 
 
Members Present: Vice Chair Susan Baird-Joshi, Amanda Judd, Mike Holland, Daniel Triplett, 
Heather McKnight, Uzma Butte 
 
Members Absent: Chair Rosalie Wessels, Richard Chung 
 
Staff Present: John Lloyd, Mary Gardocki, Jason Filan 
 
Recording Secretary: Heather Lantz-Brazil 
 
3. ITEMS FROM THE AUDIENCE 
 
Johanna Palmer 
John Anderson 
Brad Einfeld 
Larry Kilbride 
 
4. BUSINESS ITEMS 
 
a. 132nd Square Park Master Plan Update 
 
Craig Skipton, Director of Landscape Architecture and Brittney Port, Land Use Planner from 
AHBL provided a presentation on the three concepts for 132nd Square Park and relayed the 
feedback received from the June 20, 2019 community meeting and other outreach events. 
 
b. Park Board Park Tours 
 
The Board and Staff toured Juanita Beach Park, Totem Lake Park and 132nd Square Park. 
 
5. ADJOURNMENT 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 8:45 p.m. at the end of the Park Tours. 
 
________________________________   _____________________________ 

Lynn Zwaagstra, Director  Rosalie Wessels, Chair 

Parks and Community Services  Park Board 
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CITY OF KIRKLAND 
Department of Parks & Community Services 

123 5th Avenue, Kirkland, WA  98033  425.587.3300 
www.kirklandwa.gov 

 
To: Park Board 
 

From: Mary Gardocki, Park Planning and Development Manager 
 John Burkhalter, Development Engineering Manager, Public Works 
  
Date: September 11, 2019 
 
Subject: Kirkland Urban South Development  
 
 

RECOMMENDATION:   
 
That the Park Board receive a brief presentation from staff and consultant regarding the 
Kirkland Urban South development. 
 
 
BACKGROUND DISCUSSION:   
 

Kirkland Urban will share details for the next phase of the campus development and discuss 
construction impacts.  The project will again temporarily utilize the east boundary of the park 
and enter into a Temporary Lease Agreement with the City.  The development team will present 
the proposed mitigation plan worked out with Parks and Community Services staff which 
includes: 
 

• Restoration of the impacted areas of the park to the current conditions. 
• Payment for the Temporary Lease. 
• Construction of a new Plaza and Assembly Area 

 
The developing team will be seeking comments/questions on the Plaza and Assembly Area 
design. 
 
 
NEXT STEPS: 
 
Public outreach and City Council approval. 
 
 
Attachment A: Existing and Proposed Area 
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ATTACHMENT A – Existing and Proposed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Existing park conditions and location 

of proposed changes 
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John Lloyd

From: Larry Miller <larry.m.miller@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2019 11:51 AM
To: Park Board
Subject: 132nd Square Park Improvements

I would hope the Parks Board would consider not installing lighting at the park for any of the options presented. 
 
Please look at the neighborhood and see how out of balance the lights would be for the surrounding area. Especially 
considering lights would be on until 11pm! 
 
I have not seen any results from the surveys but I cannot imagine the majority of the community is in favor of this 
feature. Why can we not see all the comments and surveys? 
 
The deciding question to be asked is what advantage does the lighting serve? Is our summer months of light not enough 
for all to enjoy the facilities until dusk. The park in winter closes at dusk anyway so i interpret that to mean no lights past 
dusk during this time frame. Is this true? Which leaves the lights mainly for spring and summer months according to the 
FAQ on the website. 
 
What negative effects will lighting have? Will this improve quality of life enough to justify this feature? This is a 
residential neighborhood not a retail area where lights are already drowning out the night sky. 
 
I urge the Park Board to reconsider the plan to use lights at all. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Larry Miller 
Vintners Ridge resident ‐ Kirkland WA 
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John Lloyd

From: Sherri Houston <sl.houston@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2019 7:08 AM
To: Park Board
Subject: Park Board

Good morning, 
 
My interest is in the completion of the pickleball courts at Everest Park in Kirkland. 
I drive by every couple of weeks to check on the progress but it seems the work has stopped.   Can you give a completion 
date or an update on this project? 
 
Anxious to play and very thankful for the courts. 
 
Sherri Houston  
 
Sent from my iPad 

Correspondence 2 of 5
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John Lloyd

From: mariodethomas@gmail.com on behalf of AddThis Share Tools <email@addthis.com>
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2019 8:06 PM
To: Park Board
Subject: Kirkland Marina Dock

Dear Rosalie, 
As a graduate of UofW and a former resident of kirkland. I visited in my boat. Dave the dock master was rude and unable 
to be nice. He is someone who needs to be fired. He was the low of my 1month family vacation. we left same day. 
 
https://www.kirklandwa.gov/depart/parks/Permits_and_Reservations/Kirkland_Marina_Dock.htm#.XVYdojZa8Fw.email
 
‐‐‐                                                                         
This message was sent by mariodethomas@gmail.com via http://addthis.com.  Please note that AddThis does not verify 
email addresses. 
 
To stop receiving any emails from AddThis, please visit: http://www.addthis.com/privacy/email‐opt‐
out?e=5pmBxYPPk8uQ1pWWsc.Y1prIkMqV05CKlsuH 
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John Lloyd

From: Kevin Marshall <marshallkevin03@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 3, 2019 9:00 PM
To: Jason Filan
Cc: Lynn Zwaagstra; John Lloyd; Mary Gardocki; Heather Lantz-Brazil; Jeff Rotter; Ryan Fowler; Kevin Ball; 

Sara Shellenbarger
Subject: Re: Heritage Park tree removal - PLS DO NOT REMOVE

Hi Jason, 
 
My deep appreciation for your considerate and detailed response.  I'm grateful for the explanation and the images, as 
well.   
 
It's great to know our Parks team is passionate about planting trees and cultivating this uniquely important attribute of 
our community.  I'm also a sincerely grateful that you contacted the tree removal company to ensure that the tree 
needing removal was indeed the tree they were focusing on.  These enormous, old growth beauties are such an 
important part of our life here in Kirkland.  Good to know you all feel the same.  I look forward to seeing the new growth 
your team will be planting this Fall.   
 
Again, thank you for taking the time to send your kind response.  
 
Best. 
Kevin  
 
On Tue, Sep 3, 2019 at 8:36 AM Jason Filan <JFilan@kirklandwa.gov> wrote: 

Hi Kevin, 

  

Appreciate you taking the time to write us and furthermore that you care as passionately about our tree canopy as we 
do. 

  

The (3) cottonwood trees that are being removed all have significant health issues.  Some are completely dead while 
the multi‐stem specimen looks pretty good from the top and park side it’s base is what we are concerned about. (see 
attached photo’s)  The tree has some significant heart rot / structural issues.  For the safety of patrons, Neighbors along 
Lake Avenue West, power lines below, cars, and houses are the reasons we are removing them.  We don’t take the 
removal of any tree lightly, as you might imagine we are in the business of planting and growing trees and not 
removing them.  In this particular situation because of the complexity of the power lines, houses, cars, etc. etc. we 
decided to contract the trees out to a private contractor (the company you talked to) 

  

I cannot speak for the staff at Eastside tree removal.  We were very clear and up front with all the companies we 
solicited bids from.  In full‐disclosure these are really tricky, complex, and technical removals which will require 
equipment the City does not own.  Truly we hate to remove trees but in some cases “habitating” and or allowing them 
to die / fall naturally exposes our taxpayers to way to much risk.  In looking at your photo I don’t think the tree you 
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reference is one of the trees we have slated for removal.  We are touching base with the contractor this morning to 
ensure there wasn’t something lost in translation from the owner to field staff. 

  

Hopefully this information was helpful Kevin.  Please feel free to call me at your convenience if you have any 
questions.  We truly would much rather plant and grow trees than remove them but in some cases removal is our only 
option.  Know that this Fall we will be planting several trees along that slope for the next generation of canopy. 

  

Warm regards, 

  

Jason 

Parks Manager 
City of Kirkland 

(425) 587 ‐ 3341 

  

  

  

From: Kevin Marshall <marshallkevin03@gmail.com>  
Sent: Monday, September 2, 2019 9:52 PM 
To: Lynn Zwaagstra <LZwaagstra@kirklandwa.gov>; John Lloyd <JLloyd@kirklandwa.gov>; Mary Gardocki 
<MGardocki@kirklandwa.gov>; Heather Lantz‐Brazil <HLantz‐Brazil@kirklandwa.gov>; Jason Filan 
<JFilan@kirklandwa.gov>; Jeff Rotter <JRotter@kirklandwa.gov>; Ryan Fowler <RFowler@kirklandwa.gov>; Kevin Ball 
<KBall@kirklandwa.gov>; Sara Shellenbarger <SShellenbarger@kirklandwa.gov> 
Subject: Heritage Park tree removal ‐ PLS DO NOT REMOVE 

  

To Whom It May Concern, 

  

Today my wife and I were enjoying the summer weather and view in Heritage Park, when several crew members of 
Eastside Tree Removal approached where we sat.  They informed us that they would be completely taking down a 
gorgeous, healthy tree tomorrow, Tuesday September 3rd (see attached picture.)   

  

When I asked "Why on earth would you cut this tree down?" they could only respond: "City Parks Department wants it 
down."  
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This is deeply disturbing ‐ this is a gorgeous, old growth tree and well worth preserving!  I can see no discernible reason 
for the City Parks Dept. to instruct a crew to remove this tree.  Who has instructed that this tree be felled, and what 
was the rationale?   

  

This tree does not obstruct the view, and I have personally seen fledgling bald eagles learning to fly perched in this very 
tree.  Bald eagles may no longer be classified as endangered, but they're still protected under multiple federal laws and 
regulations.  We should be doing everything possible to facilitate their longevity in our area. 

  

Many of my neighbors and I have been discussing an increasingly apparent destruction / decimation of old growth trees 
around Kirkland, due to development, etc.  Our old growth trees are one of the things that distinguishes Kirkland from 
other communities.  These grand and beautiful trees increase property values and enrich everyone's daily life that calls 
Kirkland home.  Affluent, desirable communities across the nation (ex. Westport, CT, Marin County CA, Newton MA and 
Lake Forest IL to name a few) all know that old growth increases property worth, valuation and communal appeal. 

  

PLEASE do not cut down this tree.  Who might I speak to in order to discuss this matter further?  

  

I thank you in advance for your assistance.  I can be reached at the below cell number. 

  

Sincerely, 

Kevin Marshall 

Cell: 646‐206‐4311 

 
 
 
 
NOTICE: This e‐mail account is part of the public domain. Any correspondence and attachments, including personal 
information, sent to and from the City of Kirkland are subject to the Washington State Public Records Act, Chapter 
42.56 RCW, and may be subject to disclosure to a third party requestor, regardless of any claim of confidentiality or 
privilege asserted by an external party.  
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John Lloyd

From: Mary Gardocki
Sent: Wednesday, September 4, 2019 7:22 AM
To: Mark and Cindy Hopwood; Park Board
Subject: RE: 132nd Square park master plan

Hello Mark, 
 
That you for sending us your thoughts regarding the 132nd Square Park Master Plan.  The final draft document does 
show Option #2 as the final preferred plan.  Striping for the field has not yet been finalized but will be addressed through 
design development. 
 
Thank you for your support and contribution to this project! Please feel free to contact me directly if you have any 
questions. 
 
Best, 
 
Mary Gardocki | Park Planning and Development Manager | City of Kirkland 
d: (425) 587‐3311 | c: (847) 387‐7595 e: mgardocki@kirklandwa.gov 
123 Fifth Ave, Kirkland WA 98033 
 

 

From: Mark and Cindy Hopwood <Hop@msn.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2019 4:54 PM 
To: Park Board <parkboard2@kirklandwa.gov> 
Subject: 132nd Square park master plan 
 
I am not sure if I will be able to attend the meeting on the 11th but wanted to provide some feedback and or questions I 
am hoping you can answer with regards to the plans being proposed.  I think the board did a good job listening to many 
of the concerns and suggestions and I like the options that are proposed.  They all have merit.  I personally like option #2 
the most.  Provides a nice mix of more parking and still has lots of variety of activities in the park. 
 
For the synthetic field what sports will it be striped for?  I know if you get too many it can be confusing but more also 
means there is greater utilization and diversity of sports and possibility for additional revenue for the city for field rental 
as well.  Specifically I was wondering about the option for boys and/or girls lacrosse as an option for striping on the 
field.  In the city of Kirkland there is really only one field with striping for lacrosse today and often there are 3 or 4 teams 
trying to practice there at one time.  This field at Big Finn Hill is striped for soccer and lacrosse and seems to work well 
together and I would think it would work well here too if it isn't already planned for. 
 
Thanks, 
Mark Hopwood 
 
 
 
 
NOTICE: This e‐mail account is part of the public domain. Any correspondence and attachments, including personal 
information, sent to and from the City of Kirkland are subject to the Washington State Public Records Act, Chapter 42.56
w/²Σ ŀƴŘ Ƴŀȅ ōŜ ǎǳōƧŜŎǘ ǘƻ ŘƛǎŎƭƻǎǳǊŜ ǘƻ ŀ ǘƘƛǊŘ ǇŀǊǘȅ ǊŜǉǳŜǎǘƻǊΣ ǊŜƎŀǊŘƭŜǎǎ ƻŦ ŀƴȅ ŎƭŀƛƳ ƻŦ ŎƻƴŦƛŘŜƴǘƛŀƭƛǘȅ ƻǊ ǇǊƛǾƛƭŜƎŜ
ŀǎǎŜǊǘŜŘ ōȅ ŀƴ ŜȄǘŜǊƴŀƭ ǇŀǊȅΦ 
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MEMORANDUM 
 

To: Park Board 

From: John Lloyd, Deputy Director, Parks and Community Services 

Date: September 11, 2019 

Subject: Park Board Liaison Role 
 

BACKGROUND 
The Park Board mission statement is as follows: 
 

“The mission of the Park Board shall be to provide policy advice and assistance to 
the Department of Parks and Community Services (PCS) and City Council in order to 
ensure the effective provision of Parks and Community Services programs and 
facilities to the residents of the City of Kirkland.” 

 
The job description of the Park Board discusses involving the community and meeting with 
volunteer groups and neighborhoods to determine needs and interests. Some years ago, the 
Park Board decided to assign each board member to be the liaison with one or more 
neighborhood organizations. Neighborhood Liaison assignments and meeting schedules are 
included on the Park Board agenda each month. While each neighborhood is assigned a 
primary Board member, any Board member may attend any neighborhood meeting as long as 
no more than four Board members are present.  
 
Park Board members have requested assistance in meeting liaison role expectations. After 
discussion, it was determined that the following two strategies would be used to prepare Park 
Board members for neighborhood meetings. 

• Park Board members should use the monthly report provided by staff and pick out 
key items to convey to the neighborhoods. This could be followed by questions and 
feedback. 

• Staff will highlight a topic or a discussion question for use with neighborhoods that 
would solicit community input for consideration. Discussion questions could be related 
to upcoming Park Board agenda items or be generic in nature. 

 
RECOMMENDED DISCUSSION TOPICS 

The following items are possible discussion items to be conveyed to the community. 
Additional discussion items may be found in the monthly report or may be raised by 
individual community members.  
 

• The tennis court at Everest Park has been converted to three pickleball courts. This 
project has received lots of positive feedback. We have already offered pickleball 
workshops and will have more programming this fall. 

• Juanita Beach and Heritage Park tennis courts were refinished in August. The new 
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playing surface was funded as a part of our ongoing CIP project associated with 
Active Amenities in parks.  

• The Juanita Beach Bathhouse project team is working to hone the site layout 
based on conversations with the Department of Ecology. A revised schedule will 
be developed once we receive the necessary approvals.  

• The Totem Lake Park development is still waiting on a few permits before going 
out to bid. We are hopeful the project will go to bid this fall. 

• Following the Public Hearing at tonight’s Park Board meeting, the 132nd Square Park 
master plan will be presented to City Council for review on October 1st. Please 
encourage community interested in this project to attend the City Council meeting to 
learn more or to make public comments.    

• Several trees have been removed throughout the park system over the summer. Trees 
were evaluated for health and safety, with only those trees deemed unsafe or 
hazardous identified for removal. Trees were removed along the cemetery, in Heritage 
Park, Juanita Bay Park, and Crestwoods Park. While we do not prefer to remove trees, 
it is necessary to do so based on the health, the location, and type of tree. If possible, 
we will “habitat” a tree by either letting it fall naturally into the surrounding 
environment, or by removing hazard branches from dead trees, leaving the trunk 
behind. This allows the tree to continue to serve as home for a variety of wildlife, and 
to return vital nutrients into the surrounding environment as the tree decays.  
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